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URIEL WEINREICH 

Uriel Weinreich died on March 30, 1967. Those who knew him, 
friends and coJJeagues in many .6elds of research, .find it difficult to 
contain their grief. He was not yet forty-one years old. In the last weeks 
of his life he devoted his major effort to the final revision of t11is paper, 
and worked actively on it until two days before his death. 

This paper emerged when, after several years of research and dis
russion on problems dealjng with language change, the three authors 
fdt it opportune to attempt a joint formulation of certain ideas on 
which their thinking had been converging. It was W'einreich who pre
pared the original draft incorporating appropriate materials submitted 
to him by the second· and third-named authors. He was, at the time, an 
NSF Senior Postdoctoral FeJlow at the Center for Advanced Studies in 
the Behavioral Sciences; the first draft, for presentation to the Sym· 
posiwn in April, 1966, was produced across a geographic distance, and 
under a schedule which ruled out the possibility of full discussion. 
Thereafter, some conclusions r<.'mained to be hammered into more 
mutually agreeable form. This process of revision beg.m after \\"ein· 
rcich's return to New York in the faU of 1966, and proceeded actively 
despite his illness. 

Weinrcich's persons.1 editing of the final draft comes to an end with 
Section 2.4. The final formul.1tion of the remainder, from 2..l I on, is 
the work of the second-namc<l .1uthor. The third section of the paper 
was sketched out only lightly in the draft presented at the Tex.is con· 
fercnce. Though man}' of \Vcinrcich's formulations and evaluations 
appear here, and the overall ( ramcwork is a product of our joint think· 
ing in the early months of I 967, there are undoubtedly many dct.iils 
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wbic:h wuald ba"Ve takm a diifamt form if he had shared in the final 

Milin& 
\YJIUever ft'\'isionl have hem introduced, the basic orientation of 

the paper nmaim unc:hanP. It thus la.rgcly reflects Wcinrcich's con
Clllpl:ioa. 1be historical perspective, especially the sections on Paul and 
9eruaa11e, are admiwJy his. The Introduction is also Weinreich's 
walk. it emerged after our frequent meetings during the last few weeks 
fll Jais Jife. la Ibis fiml ftftion, after many revisions, Weinreich fused 
the llMDl dlcms of the paper into a single statement. His coauthors 

----that he dclibaately chose this means of preparing a final 
...,..w;nt of his Tie:ws oo the structwc of language and the nature of 

..... chloge. 

o. INTRODUCTION 

'Dae paeat paper• is based on the observation that structural 
theories m Janpase. so fruitful in synchronic investigation, have 
ll!Wleil historial linguistics with a duster of paradoxes which 

awe not been fully maaime. Fmlinand de Saussure, in laying the 
faa•ndcioos ol synchronic study, was aware of the corresponding in
fncbbiltty of laapge change, and was apparently resigned to it. But 
with the majority of linguists after Saussure, the choice between study
ing either the stru.cture or the history of languages did not sit well. It 
would ~ be unfair to say that the bulk of theoretical writing in his
torical linguistics of the past few decades has been an effort to span 
the Slussurean dilemma, to elaborate a discipline which would be 
lbacmnl and historial at the same time. 

We WDllld lilce here to depict the origins of the structure-history 
•••111., in Neognmmarian theory; we will dwell particularly on 
lfcanenn Paul. who appumtly was the first to isolate the language of 
the indi't'idual as the most legitimate object of linguistic study. We 

•The research on which the paper is bued hu enioyed suprort from sev· 
ml IOUrall. The Laoguaae and Cultwe Adu of Ashkenuic Jewry. of which 
the fint aathor wu director until has death, is currently being compiled under 
the directioa of the third author with aid of Public Health Service Research 
Grant MH 08106 from the Nateonal Institutes of Health to Columbia Univer· 
lltF laearcb on New York Caty English is being continued by the second· 
umeil aatbor as PIOJ«t )288 of the Cooperative Racatcb Branch, U.S. Office 
olMnation 
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will trace the hardening of the paradox in the Saussurean period, when 
homogeneity of language-assumed to be found in the idiolect-was 
drawn upon as a prerequisite for analysis. We will show the fresh 
opportunities for explaining language change that came with the ef
florescence of linguistic: dc.."icription after World War II, and comment 
also on the limitations that developed in viewing language states as 
determinant:; of their own further development. We will review a 
number of attempts that were ma.de to see the language of a community 
as a differentiated system and to reconcile the observed facts of lin
guistic hctcrogencity with the theoretical desiderata of finding order 
and structure. \"<le will, finally. suggest that a model of language which 
accommodates the facts of variable us1ge and its social and styli-;tic 
determinants not only leads to more adequate descriptions of linguistic 
competence, but also naturally yid<ls a theory of language cha..ogc that 
bypasses the f n.Utless paradoxes with which historical linguistics has 
been stru.ggling for over half a century. 

In referring to theory in the title of the paper, we have been con
scious of the new connotation "-'hich this term has acquired in the dis
course of linguists of the pa.st decade. When ChomsJ..1 in 1~'>7 pro
posed to view the grammlr of a hnguage as ( 1) a theor) of its 
sentences, and linguistics as ( 2) a theor1 of correct grammars, he gav-e 
a new seriousness to linguistic investigation and reached out for a 
fresh alliance between linguistics and the exact scienc~. To be sure, 
Chomsky's second use of theory h.is turned out to be more utopian 
than it seemed originaIJr. But the first application of the term has 
already brought about such significant ad\'ances that it i~ worth con
sidering the bearing which this strong sen~e of theory may h.we on 
language change. 

A "theory .. of language change in the rigorous seme can be \'isual
ized in a relatively stcog.g form .and in a weak form. In its strong form, 
the theory would predict, from a descrtption of a langua~c state .it 
some moment in time, the course of development which that l.mgu.ige 
wollld undergo within a specified interval. Few practicing historians 
of language would be rash enough to claim that such a theory is pos
sible.11 Jn a more modest ver~ion, a theory of language change would 

• Costriu ( 19~8 >. in his monograph on stru..turalist theories ur language 
change anJ their philosophi~al founull1t•ru, Jistingui~hcs between the "ra· 
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Jlllldy amt tblt ~ti] undergoes alteration. and 
it would formulate mmtraints on e transition from one state of a 
Jutguagetoan immediately succeeding state. It might predict further 
that ao language will assume a fonn in violation of such formal princi
ples u are postalated to be universal in human languages. Without 
pefkting positively what will happen (except that the language will 

••M'kRr change), such a tbc:oJy would at least assert that some 
..... will 11111 take pW2. 

Ollr own ~ u tblt neither the strong nor the modest version of 
..ta lliiearia ol language change, as they proceed from current gene· 
.._ ..,,.,,.,, will have much relevance to the study of language 

llillary. We will arp that the generative model for the description E:?" .. •...._.,object (see §2.1) is i""lf needlesdy 
and represents a backward step from structural theories 

m aa:ammodating the facts of orderly heterogeneity. It seems 
tD as cpib pointless to coostruct a theory of change which accepts as 
illl inplt 11nnccJc1•ril7 idealized and counterfactual descriptions of 
1e,....ge Dia. Loog before predictive theories of language change 
aa be •Ha••led• it will be necessary to learn to~ language-whether 

~ diodmiaic - a synduoaic ....._., an object Po'""ing 
1 !!. artV· 

,!jCb of heterogeneity have not so far jibed well with the struc-
tunl approach to language. We will see the seeds of this conflict in 
Samswe (§1.21) and its deepening in the works of descriptivists 
ltraggling with the phenomena of change. For the more linguists be-

' mne impressed with the existence of structure of language, and the 
IDDe they bolstered tlUs observation with deductive arguments about 
the fnc:tioaal advantages of structure, the more mysterious became 

•tbe tamitioo ol a languase from state to state. After all, if a language 
bu to be stractun:d in order to fnnction efficiently, how do people 
matinue to talk while the language changes, that is, while it passes 
through periods of lessened systematicity? .Alternatively, if overriding 

tionaJ problem of why languages change of necessity, the "general" problem 
of cooditions under which puticular changes usually appear in languages, and 
the "historical" problem of accounting for concrete changes that have taken 
pUa He finds linpjlba widely plagued by the mistake of confusing the three 
--of the qllCltlOD (p. 51 ). 
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pressures do force a language to change, and if communication is less 
efficient in the inte rim (as would deductively follow from the theory), 
why have such inefficiencies not been observed in practice?• 

This, it seems to us, is the fundamental question with which a theory 
of language change must cope. The solution, we will argue, lies in 
the direction of breaking down the identification of structuredness • 

. with homogeneity. The key to a rational conception of language change 
• - indeed, of language itself-is the possibility of describing orderly • 

differentiation in a language serving a community. We will argue that 
nativelike command of heterogeneous .structures is not a matter of 
multiclialectalism or "mere" performance, but is part of unilingual 

: linguistic competence. One of the corollaries of our approach is that 
in a language serving a complex ( i.e., real) community, it is abrenr' 
of structured heterogeneity that would be dysfunctional. 

The problem of constraints on immediately succeeding language 
states, to which we alluded above, is in our view subsumed under the 
broader theoretiol question. Of course, we too w.int to inquire into 
the set of possible changes and possible conditions for changes which 
can take place in a structure of a given type. Nor do we want to dis
miss the "tramition problem: it remains entirely relennt to ask about 
intervening stages which can he ob~erved, or which must be posited, 
between any two forms of a lJnguJ._ge defined for a lJ.nguage commun
ity at different times. But if the theory is to be illuminating with re
spect to recorded histor ies of languages, we must ask two fu rther ques
tions: How are the observed changes 'embedded in the matrix of lin
guistic and extralinguistic concomjunts of the forms in question? 
(That is, what other changes are associated with the ~i\'cn changes in 
a manner that cannot be attributed to ch.rnce?) And how can the ob
served changes be et·a'11111ed-in terms of their effects upon linguistic 
structure, upon communicati\'c efficiency (as related. e.g., to functjonal 
load), and on the wide range of nonrepresentational factors involved 
in speaking? 

We will ref er to these four questions and their associated problems 

a W e are awart', of course. of Gilli(roniJn e"Xampl(S of "patholo,i.;y"' in lan
guage, ""hid1 h.ivc heen aJoptt'd liy M:irtinc:t as explanstions o( pu,h-chains in 
phonology ( 19SS: 51 ff 11nd pawm) However. "'e will try to sh()W hclow that 
only a small ruction of "ell-docurnented lansuage d1.:mgc:s ~ems at present 
rxplicable by such causality. 
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defining such structure; and ( 3) methods for relating the concepts 
and statements of a theory to empirical evidence-that is, evidence 
based on rules for intersubjective agreement among investigators. We 
feel it important to dwell explicitly on empirical foundations, in view 
of the conscious or unconscious disregard of empirical principles which 
pervades some of the most influential work in linguistics today. We 
will, in what follows, try to document and account for this state of 
affairs. 

We thlnk of a theory of language change as part of a Larger theo
retical inquiry into linguistic evolution as a whole. A theory of tin· 
guistic evolution would have to show ho\v forms of communication 
characteristic of other biological genera evolved (with whatever mu
tations) into a proto-languagc distinctively human, and then into fan· 
guages with the structures and complexity of the speech forms we 
observe today. It would h ave to indicate how prei;ent-day l.rnguages 
evolved from the earliest attested (or inferred) forms for which we 
have evidence; and finally it would determine if the present course of 
linguistic evolution is following the same direction, and is governed by 
the same factors, as those which have operated in the past." 

It is the third general area of investigation which is the focus of the 
present paper: the description and explamtion of linguistic chJ.Oge~ 
ovc:r the past four or five milknnia. But even this limited area would 
be too large for a theory of change today. We might consider different 
temporal ranges separately: long-term changes with similar effectt 
over millennia; completed changes which cover a century or two at the 
most; ongoing processes that can be observed in the course of one or 
two generations; or even purely synchroaic sections in which we iden· 
tif y inferentially the directions of change of certain ,·ariable elements. 
In this discussion we will be concerned primarily with the second and 
the third of these ranges, although some comments will be nude on the 
6nt problem and some data drawn from studies of the last. 

8 lnvt'Stigations of the long-range tffcds of language p'3nning, of mas$ liter· 
acy and mass media, have therc:f ure a srei. i.11 reJc,·ance to the ovcr·11ll study of 
linguistic evolution, though these lactors, wlwse cffe.t is recent at hc~t. may be 
set aside for certain limited stuJie~ of lnngunge d1wh>e· On language from an 
evolutionary pClinr of vie:\\', sec Grttnlicrg 19) I: chap. V: GrcroN:-rg 15>)9; 
Hymes 1961. 
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ism is conceived br PJ.ul as a psychologically internalized grammar 
which generates the utterances of speakers.9 "The true object of the 
linguist is the totality of m;tnif<-:,tat10ns of speech activity in all indi· 
viduals in their mutual interaction" ( p. 25). [This and succeeding 
t ranslations are ours.] 

The description of a fanguage, in order for it to form a truly usable 
found.ltion for a historical view, must do more than fully enumerate 
the elements of which a language consists; "it must depict the relation 
of the clements to each other, their relative strengths, the connections 
into which they enter, the degree of closeness and strength of the5e 
connections" ( p. 29). All these linguistically crucial relations can be 
found only in the language of the individual, in whose mind one wiJl 
find the "interlocking image groups, with their multiple interlaced 
relations, which are relevant to speech actJvity'' (p. 39). l11e image 
groups consist of "images" (Vontellrmgen), that is, traces in the 
unconscious of physically and consciously perceived utteranccs.10 Smee. 
the individual psyche is seen as the locus of the associations and con- • 
nections between Jangmge components, we realize why PJul j,oJat~ 
the individual as the primary carrier of a language, and brjngs the · 
argument to its logical condu~ion by asserting that "we mu.st distin· 
guish as many languages as there are individuals. "u 

The isolation of the individual, P.iul thought, had the advantage of 

0 Paul is ~pccifically conccrncJ with the generative power of .tn intern.tlizcd 
totality of "im11gc groups," :is appears from his interest in kinesthetic and audi
tory sdf-mon1toring of soun<I rroJucl1on .md from his statement, in connedion 
\\ith (synchronic!) analogy, that speakers m: ahle to form 1nJ underst.tnd sen· 
tences never before en,ountered P.tul c."<pccts ;i faithful des~rrrtion o( an idio· 
lect to reveal to us. "to put it in a rorul:ir w.ty," nothing less than the s.pcahr's 
Sp1achitf 11Jil (p. 29) . A~ Paul sc·cs 1t, 1t is impossible to infer the structure of 
the idiolect merely from the ob~en at ion of utterance~ . "To relate { ub,cn c:d 
phy1ic.il fact5] to mental uncs," PAul '\\t1tcs (p. 30). "is possible: only through 
analogical in(ennces based on what \\c have observed in our m\ n mind~ Cnn· 
Sl.lntly renewed <·xact self-nh~crv:tlion, meticulnus anJlvsis of one's own SJ•r.1.-11· 
gtf 11hl. is comequently a prerequisite for tht training 1>f the lin,i:ui~t ." 

10 The ''images" are hy no me:ins tn he understood .ts pi, tori.11 rerre<ent:t
tiom. for ex3mple, of things nJmc.1blc l>y concrete noun~; quite thl' contr.uy, 
evtry l1nguis1ic unit. l'\'ery d:t~\ of un11~ .. ind l'\Cry rd:1.tion bet\\ <''n da\SCS is 
cxplit illy \,ti<l to have a Cflrrc~rnndmg image as its mental ierrcsent.itiun, These" 
imAges arc iclatcd b)· ".ts~ociatinn" to form groups (pp. 26 If.) , thu$ yielding a 
full mental rcprc<entation of the sreaker'< lingui<tic cap:tcit~ 

n The ult1m:tt<.· individuality nf l.tnguage \\a~ of course already an important 
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structure and homogeneity imply one another, no structured object 
which is transindividual can be conceived. a 

Ch1111ge in Idiolect mrd in umg1111ge C111Jom. We are now ready to 
sec how Paul treats language change. Changes in langulgc can be 
understood in two senses: ( l ) as changes in an idiolect, and ( 2) as 
changes in Language Custom. Changes in Language Cu.stom, in turn, 
can arise in two ways: ( l) through changes withm the idiolects over 
which a given Language Custom is defined; ( 2) through additions or 
subtractions of idiolects from the set of icliolects over which :i Language 
Custom is defined. Suppose we define Language Custom LC1 for the 
idiolects A, B, C, D. If idiolect B changes to B', then there results a 
d1angc in LC1 ; alternatively, if idiolect Bis removed from the set (e.g., 
through the death of its speaker). or an idiolect E is added (through 
the birth or immigration of its speaker), or both, there 1s al~o a change 
in the Language Custom LCi. for in principle every idiolect contributes 
something different to the language Cu~tom as a whole. Since the 
boundaries of the set of idiolccts over which a Language Custom is 
defined have no theoreticil found.ttion, and since changes in Lan· 
guage Custom are completely deriva.tive ( p. 18), it is change within 
idiolects which, for Paul, has exclusive theoretical interest. (What saves 
the investigation from being an absolute sociological fantasy is the fact, 
duly noted by Paul, that sets of idiolects of course often do h.ive 11.1/1mti 

boundaries in the sense of communication breaks among ~peakers or 
communities of speakers; cf. p. 40). 

What causes changes in an idio.ltllllt? There are two mechanisms in
volved: spontaneous d1angc, and ad.iptation to the idiolccts of other 
speakers ( p. 34). On the intr.Undhidual, spontaneou~ mccha.nism 
Paul has little else to say; he refers JUSt once more to the role of an 

14 Beginning with this vie"' or things one might yet think of sah·1j!io11, for 
study as a transindividual phenomenon, the rommon ron of a group of idio
lccts-that is. not the "aver.1p.c," hut that fragment of the Lan~u.igc Custom 
which is ~hared by all idiolect\. Hnwcvu, Paul wants no pilrt of tlm, and ex· 
coriatcs "descriptive gr.i.mm.ir" fllr it~ rro<.:e<lure of recording "wliid1 out of a 
set nf gr.1mmatical forms and 1el.1tions 11re current in a spce.::h .:ommunity at a 
particular time, what can he u~cd hy tvcryonc without being misunJnstooJ itnd 
'11."llhout ~trikinJ! one·~ intc:rlocu111r' a) ~tr.in,ge" (p. 24). The cnrdin:il sin of 
such an approach is its concern witli ":ihstractions" 
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indmdual's "persooal particularities and the peculiar stimulations 
(Etr•pngm) of IUs own mental and bodily make·up" (p. 38), but 
it docs not occur to him to instantiate any sud1 peculiarities, so that a 
serious proposal of correlations between individull traits and idiolect 
change is out of the question. The other me<llanism of idiolect change, 
as we have u.id, is the selective adoption of f caturcs from the idiolect 
of aae's i.atedoOJton. One suspects that for Paul this, the :.ocial mecha
nism, is the more amportant one; thus he says summarily in another 
.-.&e that it is "solely through intercourse ( V erkehr) that the bn
pge of thc individual is created" (p. 39). 

la view of the relation between idiolects and Language Custom, 
which we have already discussed, we can see that Language Custom 
cbaagcs "through the summation of a series of ... shifts in idiolects 
moving in the same direction"; a new Language Custom is formed from 
aa aa:umulation of parallel changes in the idiolects for which it is de· 
.6ned. Now it is dear that this theory says nothing about two other 
kinds of dwJ&ewhich an be conceived of with equal reasonableness: 
( 1) qqalitat;ive, noosndual changes in idiolects, and ( 2) nonparallel 
bcbriior of ]djolects. If the changes are nongradual, they can hardly 
yield to a ''summation"; aod if the idiolccts are not changing in parallel, 
what will be the result in the overall Language Custom? But it would 
be meaningless to press the question in the context of Paul's theory. 
because for him Language Custom with respect to nongradient phe
nomena (i.e., in effect, with respect to the bulk of language) is not a 
coostruct to be ta.km seriously. 

Childhood and lfd11J1hood. Given the two mechanisms of idiolect 
change (and, by extension, of Language Custom change), we may 
stop to consider whether an individual is equally liable to idiolect 
changes throughout his life. In principle, says Paul, yes: "it is impos· 
sible to designate a point in the life of an individual at which it could 
be said that language learning has ceased," On the other hand, the 
great bulk of language learning (idiolect <llanging) takes place in 
childhood, and the difference in degree is enormous ( p. 34). As a re· 
sult, Paul feels justified in concluding "that the processes of language 
learning are of supreme importance for the explanation of changes in 
language Custom, that they represent the most important ciusc of 
these changes" (ibid.). 
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Unfortunately Paul does not develop this idea into any concrete hy
potheses, and a number of questions ccmain unanswered. For example, 
if the mechanism of language le1rning works efficiently and uniformly, , 
we would expect the set of young ch1ldren"s deviant idiolects to make· 
the srune small, stable contribution to every Language Custom; it would 
then be 1111tr11e that language learning explains chang~ in Language 
Custom. If. on the other hand, the learning mechanism works incffi· 
ciently, then we are entitled to know why children's mislc.uning does 
not have random, mutually canceling effects. In other words, invoking 
children's incomplete language k·.uning as an expl.ination of language 
change is \'J.CUOUS unless it suggests at the same time a pattem of learn· 
ing failures. This Paul has failed to offer. 

UnawarenesJ. We may now go over to the cfucussion of a puzzle 
which arises from a combinatton of basic tenets in Paul's theory If the 
signific:int locus of language change is in the idiolect, and if the idiolect 
is a psychological representation (the speaker's Sprachgefrihi), why is 
1t that speakers are not aware of changing their idiolects? 1 ~ For an an· 
swer, Paul looks to the supposition that idiolect change takes place by 
infinit~imal steps ( p. 19) . But how can there be infinitesimal steps 
among discrete, quantized phenomena? H ow could one, let us SJ.y, 
move from dived to dove, or f com pop to soda by infinitesimal steps? 
Possible solutions come to mind, and we will see below how other 
theorists have dealt with the quesbon. Paul's own way out was arbi
trarily to narrow the discussion from language in general to such as
pects of language as are continuous (rather than discrete) in their de· 
siJ:.,tfl. He thus simply avoided the general question, which must of neccs· 
sity deal with noncontinuous aspects of language as well. 

The continuous side of language design with which Paul deals"' is 

10 Th.tt change is in fact unconsciou~ is for Paul an empirical linJing, though 
he admits that it is "not so gc:ncrnlly acknowledged and must still he demon
strated in det:11l" (p 18) He is thinkin,it. of course. of the '"natural " develop· 
mf!'nt ol lang1uge. not intt:ntional regul.1tory mtcrveminn which m.iy he oh· 
served in standardized lang1rnges and "hkh is nothing if not ~onSl inu~. 

'" Hi' main concern is with S<)un.t In his account of ~emantic change ( Chap. 
IV). where he distinguishes bd\\etn cu~tomary meaning~ (idiolelt~ll) coded) 
and occa~mnal mcanin~ ("di<pcr~cd" acts uf rcfrrrnce), Paul also dc:ils with 
a ((lntinuum Had Paul betn interested in tbc: rroblem of Jiscrc:tcness \CISUS 
continuity as a feature of languai;c design, he mi,i:ht have both cnl trg~l on the 
par:11lel ism~ between phonetic 1nd ~rmant1c chJnge. and renhzcJ that they arc 
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now elabonh:d by a further feature: Yatiable performance. A speaker's 
~ pednnn•nce, we are told, varies around an ( idiolectally 
mded) pl in the way a marksman's shots scatter around a bull's-eye 
(p. 54). The mental .representations of the speech sound involve both 
a kinesthesis (&w1g1111g1gqihl; p. 49) and a sound image (u111tbild) 
for audio-monitoring ( Konlrol/1; pp. 5 3, 58). It is .lll empirical fact 
fm Paul that these representations are insufficiently precise to guarantee 
absolutely consistent performance; for example, \\0lut is coded as a 
single lcinestbesis and sound image (today we \\'Ould say: a single 
phoneme) is manifested as the physiologically discriminable pair of 
SOUDds [o] and (q) in Getman l.A11d, Anger; similarly, a single psy· 
c:bologically coded unit appears as { d) in Fe/tin and as [t] in Feld. 
Hence, where we can conceive of continuous dimensions of phonetic 
space. "there is always a con1in110111 uries of i11fini1ely m1111erom 

sOlllllJs" (pp. '1-52). 
This, thm, explains ftuctuation in performance which is not coded in 

the idiokct and is not even perceived by the bearer of the idiolect. 

Cases of Ch1111g1. From here we move to the real crux: why does 
the mean of the scattered perfonnanccs shift? That it can sbif t without 

being noticed by the perfonner is due, says Paul, to the fact that the 
sound image for monitoring moves in parallel with the kinesthesis that 
controls production ( p. 61 ) . But, granting that they shift together, 
why do they shift at all? On this aucial question Paul's answer has a 
general and a speci.6c part. In general, language develops subject to 
constraints of utility: 

lo the dndopmcnt of Language Custom. pu~iveness (du Zwttk) plAys 
the same role as that which Darwin attri~Cdto it in organic nature: the 
gicatcr or lesser usefulness (Zweckm4Jugkeit) of the resulting patterns 
(G1biltl1) is decisive for their pr~rvation or extinction. (p. 32) 

1ointly not rrpresentative o( the rest of language change. Jn chaucterizing 
Paul's d11chron1c phonology as a study of rontinuou' phenomena, we reali2e, of 
course, that subsequmt Jmgu1Jtic theory imposed a quantization where Paul 
still saw a contmuum. However, as should be apparent from the ducussion, 
Paul's views ~re not at all obsolete insofar u those phonetk phenomena arc 
coacancd which form a residual continuum even after the disc:rete structure 
has been 'extracted' by phooC11UCS 
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Now, since an explanation by natural selection is vacuous unless an 
independent criterion for survival is postulated, Paul invokes, as a spe
cifically linguistic factor, the principle of greater comfort: 

It is hardly possible to detect any other ca~e for the inclination to dC'\·iate 
more to one side than to the other than the fact that de\ i.ition in one di
rection in some respect 111itr the orsans of the speaker betttr [btq11tmer ist). 
(p. %) 

In case' such as :i~similation in consonant dusters ( O(IO > It. 0110), 

the factor of ease11 is obvious. Sometimes length and accent may also 
be invoked. Even the fact that "all languages dhplay a certain harmony 
of their sound systems" (presumably related to different rest positions 
of the organs among their spelkers) is an expl:mation. Of course, there 
arc many additional kinds of change, cspcciaHy of the "unconditioned" 
kind, and P.iul seems to re:ilizc that the more transpuent instances do 
not yet yield a general expla11alio11. But he feels that furthc;r psycho
physical research is the key; "U1e investigation of the essence of this 
greater or lesser comfort is a task for physiology" ( p. 5 7). That the 
pursuit of comfort by infinitesimal shifts in phonetic performance is 
indeed the explanation-of that Paul is certain. 

Correlations of sound change with climate, soil conditions, way of 
!if e, and other environmental factors are unproven, and those im·olving 
differences in the anatomy of speech organs are often incorrect and, in 
any case, indecisive ( p. 60). r-.asc, admittedly, "depend> on a va.rictr 
of circumstances which may be different for each indi\'idual," but they 
"can also affect larger groups" (p. 57). When they Jo, ,1 ~ound shift 
takes place ( p. 59} . 11 

But if the pursuit of ease is the 01use of sound change in idiolects, 
the fundamental questions arise: "hy do not speakers go about it more • 
quickly, and why do Language Customs split in that some speakers set 
out on a particular ease-seeking p!llh whereas other!> retain their less 
comfortable pattern? This fundamental question will .uisc repe-.itedly 
in our discu~sion; we have :llrl-ady alluded to it as the acl\l.ition prob-

" The German brq1um mellns ll(1th 'convenient' and "comfortable.' As a 
noun, though, 'ease' seems preferable to ·mmfort: 

" Elsl"\ here (p. 227 }. Paul al~o cnc~ 1hc elimination of morph alternation 
as a ,J;Cncral tendency; presumably thss, too, could be intetprctcd as a pursuit of 
case 
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Jem. Foe even when the course of a language change has been fully 
described and its ability explained, the question alway:; remains as to 
why the change was not actuated sooner, or why it was not simultane· 
ousJy actuated wherever identJcal functional conditions prevailed. The 
unsolved actuation riddle is the price paid by any Caci le and indmd· 
ualistic explanation of language change. It creates the oppo:.1te prob· 
J~f explaining why language fails to change. 

Let us sec how Paul copes with the actuation riddle. 

Co11formi1y. At all times, he says, the performance of a speaker is 
under the pressure of different forces to change in different directions. 
Durmg stable periods of an adfolect, these force:. arc in exact balance 
and cause the spontaneous deviations from the target to cancel each 
other. For example, dunng a stable period of an idiolect, the scatter 
of performances of the sound a may be under equal pressure to sh1f t 
toward 1 and toward 11. 

Yet 1t is very amprob:lble th.it this should be the case at all points .ind at 
all tuncs. Ountt alone an east!) bnng 1t about that 10 an area held to· 
gcthtt by panicularly intensive intercourse one tendency should achieve 
preponderance O\er another. This may happen e\•en 1f the consensus of the 
DnJOnty IS not cond1t1oncd by any particular inner coherence i·is·a·i·i1 the 
md1vidua.ls remamang outside the group, and even if the causes which impel 
the shift into a putacuh:i.r direction are pedups altogether different for Ji{. 

fcrent individw.ls. The preponderance of a tendency in a limited circle 
of this type is enough to O\'ercome the cont r.iry tendencies. ( p. 61) 

In this passage Paul seems to attribute the actu:ition of a change to 

tchance. Hov.•ever, if the beginnings of changes were random processes, 
ocas1onal losses of balance would alternate \\ith restorations of bal· 
ance, and beginnings of infinitesimal change would alternate "1th ces· 
satJons of infinitesimal change. Thus, chance is here invoked iJlegiti
mately, since we are out to explain a specific, not a random process. 111c 

substantive theoretical principle which Paul has covertly slipped in is 
differcnt-1t is what we might olJ the "avalanche mechanism." But 
in the case of avalanches, the stickiness of snow explains why a rol!ing 
mass attracts additional snow; and in explaining avalanches, we m:iy 
indeed attr.1bute their actu.ltion to chance (or to some unintere)ting 
event, such as a skier telemarking in a particular location: cf. MMtinet 
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1955 :36). Jn the case of sound changes as described by Paul, however, 
no independent reason for believing in an avaland1e mechanism is sug
gested. 

There is, in fact, one more hypothesis covertly involved in PauJ"s 
theory: the hypothesis that speakers like to conform to the idiolects of 
their interlocutors. But whet11er or not this is a true belief. let us estab
lish that it contributes nothing whatever to the explanation of sound 
change. This is because it is invoked ad hoc to expbin both initial re
sistance to change and subsequent yielding to change. As we saw earlier, 

, Paul holds that speakers adapt f earurcs from the idiolccts of others Je· 
1 lec1ively1 but he offers no account wh.1tever of their selectivity. 

In describing the dilfusion of a change from idiolect to idiolect, 
Paul makes free use of his conformity hypothesh: 

Once a definitive shift in the kinesthesis [or any other idiolect feature11] 

has ta.ken place through the elimin.ltion of the inhibit.ions exercised by com
munication [1.e .• ~peakcrs' desirt: to c.onfonn to their interlcx.-utors' iJio
lects], a further small shift is m.tde possible by !he continuing effect of the 
tendency Meanwhile, however, a whole minority is swept by the mo\e· 
ment. The very factors which prevent the minority from getting too far 
a.head of the generil custom also prevent 1t from remaining s1goilicantly 
behind the progress of the maionty .•. The movement proceeds in such 
smaJI distances that a salient opposition ne\•er arises among mdi,·iduaJs 
standing in dose intercourse ";th e-.ich other. (p. 62) 

Two important empmcal claims are introduced here: ( l) that the 
progress of a langunge change through a community follows a lawful 

~ course, m.S·mn~0 f corn minority to ma1onty to totality; ( 2) that fre· 
quency of a form guJ.rantees its exemplariness for a ~peech community. 
\V/e will have occasion later to diS('USS these claim~ further. 

1P Though Paul 's J1~'ussion centers around sounJ change. cvcr)thmg he says 
here .ihout the J1ffusion of ch;ingcs 1 J~ <l"tinct from tlmr origin) coulJ equally 
well apply to disc retc domains of J.1n~u.1gc, .tnd his <lislussion I rom this point 
cm wul<l be gmtr.ilizt>d Crom ~ound di.ingc to 1.inguasc change without 
Jis1ortion. 

:o Compare Osgood an<l Sebrok ( 19' I: I~~): "The me of change "·oulJ 
probably be slow at first. appcJ.ring in the sreech of inno' atM~. or more likely 
young children; hccomc relatively r.ipi.I as these young people become the 
a,i:cnts of differential reinforcement; 1nd 1aper off as fewer and fC\\tr ol<ler and 
mmc mJrgin.:1l 1ndiV1du.1l> remain to 'on1inuc the old form~ ... 
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Regularity of Change. \X'hcn ~·e come, next, to the question of rcgu· 
larit)' of ~ound change, we find Paul following not the extreme position 
of the Neogrammarian m.inif e'-!t0,21 but a moderate point of view ii· 
luminated by the criticism .. of KnH1cwsk.L Since the history of this 
matter is usually presented in:iccurately,2= a slight digr~sion is neces
~ary. 

The postul:l.te of completely regular sound laws (i.e., without ex· 
ceptions that are themsel\'es accountable by non-ad hor phonetic con· 
texts) rccei\·ed its main momentum from Osthoff and Brugnunn's 
reading of Wintcler\ 1876 monograph on the German dialect of 
Kerenzen, Switzerland. In the descriptive part of his monogr.1ph
which "'' honor toJay as a pioncerins effort in phonemic analy:\is
\\?intcler stated the distribution of :illophoncs in item-and-process\ 
tNms. (As :i Samkritist-thc San~kriti\t, in fact, who put the term 
sa11Jhi into European circulltion-\X'inteler had of course studied 
P.ir)ini, so that itcm-and·proccss phonology w.is a natural model for 
him.) Now, in looking for the most imprcssi,·c instance of sound 
law without exceptions, Osthoff and Brugmann resorted to \'\'rntcler's 
phonology: look at Kercnzen German, they said, where cverr n for 
example change::. to 1J before k, g-without any exception whatever. 
Historicists that they were, O::.thoff and Brugm:inn did not notice that 
they were extr.1pohting from a 'iynchronic process to a di.ichronic onc.=3 

The difference between the two, and the vastly lesser lawfulnc-.;s of dia-

11 Onhoff and Brugmann ( 1878) 
22 "fhc standard treatments or the hi~tory of this period were 'I'\ rittcn hy schol

ars who were themseh·c<1 Nc.-ogrammarians in spirit-notablv Pe«tcrsen, hut 
also Bloomfiehl To seek a halanced view in thC$e :iccount~ i~ 111.:e hasing the 
history of war on autobiographies of the "'1ctorious generals. Jakobson 
( 1960) has performed a most valuable sen; ice b) his study of the 1nt1-Neo· 
grammarian Kaz.in school; unfortunately, his article is a~ yet available only m 
Pol1slt A Mill bnl.lJer trcJtment ol the Nrogr .1rnmannn controvcr~y would con· 
sider the c.liale.:tological along with the synchronistic·analytical 11r~umc:nts 
against the doctrine of except ionics~ ~oun<l la" s 

1.c<ikicn ( 1876), who is usually cited as the originator of the Nrogram· 
marian hyroth~is, coulJ not possibly find surrort for it in hi\ inc.lc:tcrrnin.1te 
material l3elause historian\ ot tl11\ period ovc:rlooke<l the: strongcJI tvidence 
av:11la1'1c to Osthoff 3nd Brugm.inn (viz , \'Vintdc:r's monograph), they h.ive 
tended, son•c"hat npologdicall). to downgrade the postulate of "-X<'t-pllonle~s 
sound laws to 11 "h\pothesis," and to 11ttribute Osthoff and Ilrugm:mn's sc:lf· 
mnf1dc01:c to the exuberance of their youth A less J>S)Cholosizing, more 
strictly scholuly t•xplrnation of their sclf·conlidence. howe,·cr, is the fact that 
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cause, as we have seen, it has no theoretical standing in Paul's thinking. 
Indeed, Pau l shows some concern .1bout this weakness, for he promises 
to consider later "the extent to which, and the conditions under whic.h" 
word borrowing from other dialects takes place (p. 72). Actually, 
however, in the chapter on langwge mixture, only a short settion is 
devoted to dialect interference (pp. 402-403), and the question of 
"conditions" for word borrowing is not even raised. 

Phonology and ldioltcJ Gro11ping. \X'e took note abo\'e of the 
manner in which Paul slipped from a theory of language change in 
general to a theory of sound ch.1nge in particular. We may now examine 
the paradox that emerges as a consequence of this unmarked n.urowing 
of discussion. Insofar as language c.hange m general is concerned, we 
have learned, idiolects are subject to random development. To be sure, 
intercourse may cause parallel shifts in group idiolects, but lhey need 
not, and as Paul knew from dialectologiad research, do not in fact re
sult in a hier.uchicallystructured subdi\'ision of the communit}' (pp. 3 7-

42). Idiolect A may form a dialectal grouping with idiolect B with re
spect to Feature 1, a grouping with idiolect C with respect to FeJture 2. 

There is for P1ul no end and no org:rnization to these mutually in
terscctin~ principles because ( 1) the linguist knows of no grounds for 
a hierarchy of linguistic features, and ( 2) he has no explmation for 
the selective diffusion of idiolect fc:itures (i.e .• no sale of diffusi
bility) . Paul realizes that if there arc brca.ks in the intercourse network 
-especially absolute breaks caused by migratiofl-'1 dialect split will 
emerge: but this is completely "external" to the language, and we might 
add that it is in any case a highly unu~u:il phenomenon (even if in the 
history of the ancient Indo·Europe:in languages it m:ir ha\'e pbyed an 
important role). Not so in the ca~e of sound ch.1ngc: here there is .1 

ling11is1ic basis for grouping two idiolect'> into a dialect, namely, their 
sharing of a (complete?) set of phonetic rules. ldiolects A and B would 
be assigned to the same dialect if they shared the same phonetic rules, 
and a word adopted by A from B would be automatically submitted to 
the same phonetic treatment. 

It would appear, then, that if our goal were a da.ssi1iCJtion of idio
lectal phonologies, Paul's thcocy would offer us a rea~oneJ linguistic 
criterion for it-at least for a ~inglc:-level, all·same-or·all·diffcrcnt clas· 
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sifiatioo of icliolects. But if we are seeking a classification not of idio
lc:ctal pbooologies. but of icliolects in their entirety, Paul's theory is of 
no use, beanse it does not guarantee (and could do so only contrary 
to factual evidence) that nonphonological differentiation goes hand in 
band with phonologial ctifercntiation. It would be perfectly natural, 
for example, to find a set of idiolects A, B, and C such that A and B 
share phonologies while jointly differing in their phonologies from C; 
bat A and B may have numerous lexical and grammatical differences 
in pointsoo which B agrees fully with C. 

Paul writes: '"Thetruly characteristic factor in the dialectal articula· 
ticm ol a contimious area is always the phonetic conditions." TI1e rea· 
SOD f« this, thinb Paul, is that it is in the formation of phonetic con· 
ditioos that everything depends on direct personal intercourse. "Io 
vocabulary and in word meanings, in morphology and in syntax, medi· 
ated transmission offers no diffirulties." By contrast, according to Paul, 
phooetic influence (i.e., diffusion of phonologicnl rules) depends on 
intimate and intensive intercourse. Thus, he continues, 

much gn:ater difereaca develop in phonetics than in 'ocahulary, mor· 
pbol.C?&fJ or; sptu. and the former last more uniformly through long 
periods tbao the latter .••• I.east typical of all is the \OC.i.bulU)' and its use. 
Hae transmissions from one dialect to another mostly take place [in the 
same way] as from one language to another. Here there arc more indi· 
Yidual differences than in any other domain. Here there may also be dif; 
fermca [e.g., in professional vocabularies] which have nothing to do with 
dialect cllifcrmccs, and which mtersect them. ( p. 47) 

In this passage we face the concephW difficulty of counting and weight· 
iDg pbooologial against other innovations. Arc there not perhaps 
IDOfe laial innovations simply because there arc more words? And 
what is the theoretical basis for disregarding highly stable dialectal 
difterentiations in vocabulary and grammar? One suspects that Paul was 
really deceiving himself. The priority he was giving to phonological 
criteria of idiolect classification was based, not on the empirically dcm· 
onstrated manner of their transmission (for this he had no evidence) • 
nor on their stability (for this the evidence was quite inconclusive). 
bat simply becawc phonology. in the sense of a consistently applied 
i1et of pbooctic rules, was the only domain of language which gave any 
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hope of quantizing ( - imposing discrc-tcncss upon) the continuum of 
the speech community. 

To ba.se motivated idiolect classifications on phonology may be a 
counsel of despair; it may also be justified by further argument, for 
example, as to the primacy of rhonology within language 115 a whole. 
While we would di:>agrcc "ith both procedures, we would consider 
them a.i; Jcgitim.ite propo~als meriting disrussion. What m:tkes Paul's 
appro:ich illegitim:itc, on the other hand, is its use of a thcorctiail as
sumption in the dhguise of a factu:il claim-and, to m.1kc it wone, on 
a factual claim which is incorrect. 

I Summm )- Let us now attempt to restate critically Paul's position on 
the essential points: 

The sole theoretically grounded object of lingui!>tic study is the 
idiolect, and within the idiolect, the only domain in which change i'i 
related to stable performance is phonology (in view of ib nondiscrete 
nature). An individu:il's us:igc: " in principle consistent, and conform., 
to his mental representation of it, except that phonetic performances 
are scattered ranJomly as about a target. An indi\ idual may. by in· 
finitesimal unconscious steps. "ktw the distribution of hi<t (phonetic) 
performances as he seeks more comfortable behavior patterns. (No 
explanation is offered for the slowness with which .illcgedly more 
"comfortable" behavior is achieved; ic., the actuation riddle stands 
unsolved and even unformulatcJ . ) 01.1lects are conceived .1s groups of 
( phonologic:tlly) identical idiolccts; consequently. dialect change is 
simply idiolects dunging in par.1llcl, and dialect splitting is no more 

than idiolect .. changing diversely. 
An idiolect or dialect may ,1lso change by "borrowing" form, from 

other idiolects or dialects. Such borrO\\ 1ng is selecti\'C, but no explana
tion is offered for particular :.electium. Opportunity to borrow from 
other idiolect' depends on expo~ure to them: howc\er, both borrowing 
and nonborrowing .uc attributed to conformity-·eithcr with the in
novators or the conservers. 1 

1.2. THE NEO(iRAMMARIAN HERITAGE 

Paul's Pri11z1p1en may be .;aid to reflect the be't achkvcments of 
Neogrammarian linguistics. With his Neogr.unmari.ln predecessors 
and contemporaries Paul shared the\ irtucs of maximum rigor of form· 
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......,, aa iatmlive iDlaelt in recunmt regularities, a f celing for the 
llJpblitJ ol ~among the totalit}' of languages, 
a...., wilh pbpndic detail, and a desire to view language in the 
~of Is fwad:ioaing in Older to understand its development, to 
,,...., a lllUl,f-Sidedly u possible the conditions of the life of Ian· 
pp{Sl'.dtWal" (p. 6). Written and revised after the dust had 
illilll!lll ftl!r dae muad·law coatroversy, Paul's book has the further 
... m •••i"I the djelocfplogiol point of view on language 
~-·is damfcn not surprising that it beame enormously in· 
~ IDd thonp it etmtually may have served as a target of anti· 

5 19 r prim oppwitioa it functioned as the basic text for more 
............. ol lillpists. 

mi l&ussuu 
1'Jlt; 1Molatioaary effect of Saussure's thought is not belittled if we 

....... ia the cgf the individuality of language, he owes a 
jlllt_..dnlJoJ; mariao doctrine. For Saussure, the system
..., ol lmpaae (see' 2.0) depends on the existence, within the 
illilidlml. ol a flallty al usoci1tioo and one of co-ordination ( p. 29). 
,. mmons bctwo::u eJemeats of a language are located in the con· 
'tdoa.,.. al spwlrrn. The following quotation is typical: 

s,nduaaJ lcaows only one perspa.tive, that of the speakers, and its whole 
IDllbocl mmim in ptherins their testimony; in order to know the extent 
ID whidl a thing ii a rality, it will be neceswy and sufficient to investigate 
lht cltsRe to which it msts in the consciousness of the speakers. (p. 128) 

lncleal, it is the psychologial WU"eality of diachronic and dialectologi· 
al Mations that leads Saussure to assign historia.l phenomena to a 
flltlllr Maem domain al ilm:stigation. 0 'The synchronic 'phenome
-.• ;• bewrila. "bu nothing in common with the diachronic ... ; one 

'9 tbe cmewtioa between simultaneous elrment:s, the other is the sub
ltitutiuci el oae element for another in time--an event" ( p. 129) . As 
a caasequeaoe. 

diacbranic ~a, io contrast to [sync:hrooic linguistics], will study the 
n:latioiia connecting succeuivc items that are not perttived by a single col· 
lectm: comcionmeu, itam which are 1•/11til•t,J for on• 11T1olh" but which 
tlo .._, /""" • l]_llnl ""'""'-ll>ntu1lt1'1. (p. 140; italia supplied) 

To panntee tbe psJCholugical reality ol the object of synchrooic 
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investigation, Saussure further requires that such an object be homo
geneous. The ob1ect of synchronic linguistics, he argue.;, is not every· 
thing which is simultaneous, but only those simultaneous facts which 
belong to a single language. The separation of legitimate, that is, homo· 
gencous, objects of study must proceed, "to the extent that this may be 
necessary, aH the way down to dialects and subdialects" {pp. 128-
129). Indeed, linguists are put on notice that there are no nJ.turaJ dia· 
lect~"there are as many dialects as there are loctlities" ( p. 276). 
And Saussure adds: "B1sicaLJy the term Jjnrhroni< is not precise 
enough; it should be replaced by the (admittedly longish) idiosJn· 
rhronir. On the other hand, diachronic linguistics does not require, but 
repels, such a breakdown." 

It has often been stressed that by distinguishing speech from Ian· 
guage, Saussure broke away f tom the psychologism characteristic of 
Ncogrammarian thinking : he s:iw language as social and speed1 as in· 
dividual. However, let us note that Saussure has nothing concrete to 
say about the community as the matrix of individual speech perform· 
ance. In particular, U1erc is nothing in his theory which could accom· 
modate a heterogeneous language while saving it as a legitimate object 
of synchronic investigation. "A l.inguage ... is of homogeneous 
nature" (p. 32). And Saussure echoes Paul when he writes: "Among 
all the individuals thus linked by the use of language [1.mg,zt•c], a kind 
of average wiJJ be established · everybody will reproduce-not exactly, 
to be sure, but approximately - the same signs joined to the same con· 
ccpts" (p. 29). Clearly, Saussure here views heterogeneity within the 
language custom of a community not as a subject of systematic Jescrip· 

1tion, but as a kind of tolerable imprecision of performance. His view 
is thus again in full conformity with Paul's, who had said that the 
''great uniformity of aU language processes in the most diverse indi· 

1 vi duals is the essential b:isis for an exact scientific knowledge of !>Uch 

processes" (Paul, p. 19). We see no evidence that Saussure progressed 
beyond P.iul in his ability to deal with language as a social fact; for him 
the precondition of dealing with language as a social phenomenon was 
still its complete homogeneity. 

In broaching the ciuse of sound change, Saussure rejected .lll ex· 
planations which had been .idvanced (pp. 202-208). Although he was 
convinced that all changes originate in speech. he ne\'crthdcss h3.d no 
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sugestiaas fcx distinguishing. other than a posteriori, bchvcen indi
vidual iaocmtiom which enter the language and those which do aot 
(pp. 138-139). Although he posited two conflicting forces-th;it of 
iatercomse and that of provincialism (do( her )-to describe an in· 
dmduli•s imitation and nooimitation, respectively, of the speech of 
otbem, the balance of these forces remained a vacuous explanation, 
since Seuuu~ could not show (pp. 284-285) that the prevalence of 
aaefarteoverthcotbercovaried with anything else. 

We CID today easily assent to Saussure's argument that Old High 
GerlN4 f•sll •guats• did not coexist in the consciousness of any speaker 
wilh the Modem German counterpart. Gas1e, with the result that these 
imm hne therefore never been linguistically opposed. What is rrus~ing 
m his cmceptioa, however, is the possibility of a moment in time when 
a man: archaic g.ni and a more innovating variant, ge rti, did coexi~t 
m the mmds of some v«y real speakers of the language. Similarly, 
.bca S.ussure autioos against gathering spatially remote dialects un· 
clcr the heading of a single syochrooic description, we can agree with 
him easily, but be regmtably omits from consideration the crucially 
nnpi.irtMt ase of •n1hboring dialects, whose systems ace very much 
•m the consciousness" of the same speakers ... Saussure's error, it ~eems 
to us, was to equate the Juxtapositioo of remote stages of a language 
with the justaposition of stages in geoeral.26 It is this unjustified gen· 
eralb:ation which lay at the basis of his antinomy behveen the structural 
ad the historical, an antinomy which bas been accepted by the funda· 
mcnblists of the Geneva School" but which virtually all other linguists 
have hem trying to overcome. 

1.22. Bt00MPIELDIAN DESC&JPTJVE l.JNGUISTICS 

In the works of Amerian descriptive linguists we find a varying 

"Sauaure fails to consider this pos.s1bility despite devoting a special s~>ction 
(pp. 26,f.) to the "coexistence of several dialects at the same [geographic] 
pomt" (where else, then. but in the minds of the same .speakers?) and anolhc:1 
to the mutual inftumces of dialects coexisting with literary languages ( rr· 
267ff) 

Paul wu perhaps more farsighted in claiming that the portray:il of 
Procata from a comparison of language states will be more sucetssful if the 
compared states lie u dose to each other as possible <pp. 31-32). 

• C,ompare Sechehayc 1940 }Off , Frei 1944 
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level of interest in language diversity within a speech community; what 
unites this group with that of its Ncogrammarian teachers is the lack of 
interest in the systematic d1aracter of the heterogeneous language of a 1 

community. 
Bloomfield writes: 

A speech community is a group of people who inter.let by means of speech . 
. . . If we observed closely cnoush. "e should find th.it no two persons-<>r 
rather, perh.ips, no one person at different times-spoke exactly alike ..•. 
These differences play a very important part in the hi~tory of lan~.igcs; 
the linguist is forceJ to consi<ler them 'cry carefull}, even though in some 
of his work he is forceJ provisionally to ignore them Whc.:n he Joo this, 
he is merely employing the method of abstraction, a method essential to 
scientific investigation, but the results so obtained have to be corrected be· 
fore they can be used 10 most kind~ of further work. (1933 :42-45) 

As a preliminary set of guidelines, this statement wouJJ be unobjec
tionable; "hat is important, howcYer, is that Bloomfield ha.s no sug· 
gestions to make as to the w.1r in \\hich the "abstraction" i~ to be de· 
rived from the description of individual usages, or how it is to be 
''corrected.":~ Reflecting Saussure's emphasis on l.mg11e as a social phe
nomenon, Bloomfield concedes that 

we are concerned not so much with each indjvidual as with the whole com
munity. We do not inquire into the minute nerYous processes of a person 
who utters, say, the word .1/1pl •• but content ourseh·e-; rather with deter
mining that, by and larAe. for .111 the members of the community, the word 
11pple menns a certain kind of fruit. . • . However [he 1mmed1atel>• con
cedes], as soon as "e try to deal accuutelr with this matter, we find that 
the agreement of the community is far from perfect, and thlt every person 

uses speech-forms in a unique v. ay. (p. 75) 

Writing before the major dc:vdopments in diachronic phonemics. 
Bloomfield did not yet respond to the possibility that the state of a Ian· 
guagc may itself function as a determinant of changes within it. Like 
Paul he therefore puts the whole burden of expfaining change on the 
mechani<Sm of im1t.1ting the speech habits of one's fellows. 111e direc· 
tion of imitation, Bloomfield belie:vl-s, ts dett"rmined entire!}' by the 

tT Furthermore. the same quest 10M .n those which were r.ii~ed hy Paul 5 

cnn~cptmn of "averJg1ng could he aske<l rcg:irding UloomhelJ's notion of 
abstraction. 
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The Jopic of the Neogrammarian theory, as inherited through Saus
sure and Bloomfield, was developed most fully by some of Bloomfield's 
students. We will return to their analysis below { ~ 2.1), aftec discuss
ing the isolation of structure as a factor in language functioning. 

1.23. THB PRACTICE OF GENERATIVE GR.AMMAJUANS 

Although generative linguistics has so far touched on historical 
problems in only a marginal fashion, there are several theoretical 
pronouncements on record suggesting that the Neogrammarian
descriptivist conception of a homogeneous system as the sole legitimate 
object of analysis has been adopted by this school of thought. Thus 
Chomsky writes: 

Linguistic theory is concerned with an ide1l speaker-listener, in a rompletely 
homo,gmtous speerh-(omm11ni1y, who knows its language perfectly and is 
unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limita
tions, distractions, shifts of attention and interest. and erro~ (random or 
ch.uacteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual per
fomunce. (1965:3-4; it.ilicssupplied) 

The requirement of homogeneity is here made central: the linguistic 
competence which is the object of linguistic analysis is the possession 
of an individual; linguistic theory concerns the community only in
sofar as the community is homogeneous and insofar a.s the individual 
informant is a perfect representative of it. Procedures for overcoming 
the actual observed diversity of speech behavior are not suggested any 
more than in the work of Paul or Bloomfield; in harmony with Saus
sure, but more explicitly, Chomsky declues such diversity to be theo
retically irrelevant. Thus he is quite right in saying; "This seems to me 
to have been the position of the founders of modern general lin
guistics"; but we cannot agree with his further statement that " no 
cogent reason for modifying it has been offered." As we will show be· 
low, we find cogent re:i~ons for modifying this position in the con· 
firmed facts that deviations from a homogeneous system are not all 
errorlike vagaries of performance, but are to a high degree coded and 
part of a realistic description of the competence of a member of a 
speech community. 
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2. PROBLEMS OF CHANGING STRUCfURE 

2.0. fuES OF JlnBVANT TuEORY 

For P_4uJ. the theory of language (Prinzipieml•irumchajt) was, at 
last o6:ially. c:oterminous with the theory of language change. After 
the deftlopnmt of the Saussurean antinomy between the diachronic 
and tbeSJDduonic. however. there arose a place for Jwo bodies of prin· 
cip1e---tbc:ori of Wiguagc change and theories of language ~tructure. 
11lf: le4inenvots achieved in the latter area, it turns out from our point 
ol 'fiew, bad inevitable and important implication:. for the history of 
lmgaage even where the original motivation of the conceptu.11 ad,•ance 
wu other than historical. 

Jn relation to language change, each refinement in the theory of Jan
pAF strudure (and the same could be said about refinements in the 
theory of speech communities) had the following p<>tcntial effects: 

(a) a rtt"'1sifitlllion of observed changes according to new princi-
ples; 

(b) proposal of fresh tomlramts on change; and 
(c) proposal of new ttlJIUJ of change. 

Meet (a) is easiest to visualize. For example, when a separation be· 
tween distinctive and redundant features was introduced into phono· 
logical aaa.lysis, all sound changes could be divided according to 
whether they did or did not involve distinctive features. Similarly. the 
clUtinc:tion between prestigious and prestigeless dialects yielded a fresh 
clusifiatioo of innovations depending on whether th<.')' mo,·ed up or 
down the ~ge "slope." la the wake of most new theories of lan
guage. we indeed find 1>2pers setting forth the implications of the new 
ideas for history. However, in offering mere reclassifications of changes 
previously observed or observable, this type of advance is of limited 
interest for a theory of lang11flge <hange as such. 

Par more significant is the possibility that a refinement in linguistic 
or sociolinguistic theory may allow (b) the hypothecation of co111/r{ti111J 
on chanse. Thus, a crude theory of speech sounds does not make it 

' possible to assert very much about the actual phonological make-up of 
languages, but as the theory becomes more refined, the possible gen-
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craliution' about how language'> arc constituted become richer and 
richer. Even in a completely inducti\'e spirit, it becomes possible to 
make highly specific statistical generalizations about existing !Jnguages; 
it becomes possible, accordingly, to show whether a given cl1a.ngc pro
duces a J.inguage state that viobtc.-s or, more significantly, conforms 
with the statistical norms. If one's obscrv.ihons of languages J.re, in 
addition, lied together by a bro.iJec theoretical structure, still greater 
ignificance can be attached to interconnected series of Changes, and all 

the more Challenging and meaningful becomes the search for .. optimi
zation" tendencies in language change. 

Of maximum importance is ( c) the propmal of new causes of 
c.hangc, based on a theory of langu.1gc states so firmly establi5hed that 
one chanp.c in a langua~c state necessarily implies another dunge ex 
hypotheu so that event A can be designated a cause of change B. In its 
litronger form a theor} of change would identify A a' the 111ffirie11t 
cause of B; in a weaker form, event A would appear at lca~t .1s the 
11ere11tJr) cause of B. It is only rarely that historical linguistics has had 
glimpses of such causal theories, e\'cn of the weaker (necessary cause) 
variety; but from such achieo.·ement.; as arc on record we may draw 
hope of further advances. 

The ha.lance of our discussion i~ organized as follows: In the present 
chapter we consider the implic.1tions for language change uf the struc
tur.ll theory that views language a.s a sy~tem of oppositional relations. 
The phonological problems here receive special prominence, simc this 
is an are.i where contr:ut1vc and noncontrasti,·e functions of the s:urn: 
substance ha.vc been dior.tingui hcd with considerable :.ucccs . \Vic then 
turn {§ 2.4) to the historical impli01tion) of the factorial nnalysi' 
whidl S}'nchronic theory has applied tu linguistic system . The notion 
of d1 tinctive fearure.; in phonology here recei,·e. the bulk of our at
tention. The theories discu~sed in ~ion.:. 2.1-4 represent important 
aJvanccs over Paul, but the)' share with him and hi~ succcs or~ in 1 

American descriptive and generative linguisbcs the .ippro.1d1 to lw- • 
gu:igc .1s a homogeneous, undifferentiated object; sud1 'ub~ptcm~ as 
are posited within a langu.1gc .ue \'iewcd as noncompeting, hut j1.>intlp 
necessary and complementary (phonology, gra.mnur, lexicon). In Sec-' 
tion 3 we turn to work that break~ with the homogeneity postulate anJ 
grapples with language as a systematically differentiated system. 
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2.1. CoNTllASTI\'E FUNCTION Of PHONEM ES 

As we saw above, Paul, the Neogr.unrnarian, had no particular pre
dilection for atomism in linguistics; we noted the structured way in 
which he thought of a Sprachgefr1hl as a generative device. But 1t was 
Saussure who came to stress the psycholosical reality of contrastive rda· 

, tions in a language and thus was required, in the interest of consi~tcncy, 
to ~egate histor1al correspondences to another domain, one of the 
psychologically unreal. Using a d1ess game as his well-known analogy 
Saussure insisted on disassociating the mutually determined functions 
ol the pteas (a synchronic fact} from the Persian origins of the game. 
(What we miss in his program is an investigation into the changing 
rules of dtess.) 

Soon after the contrast idea came to be applied to the study of sound 
systems, mainly in Prague, descriptive linguists found occasion for a 
predictable rcda.ssification of observed change. The required anf er· 
cnces were first drawn by Jakobson ( 1931) , who showed how sound 
changes may be grouped into phonemic mergers ( dephonologization 
ol variants) and splits (phonologization of variants) .21 A very similar 
analysis was independently provided in America by Hill (1936)." 

According to our scheme, these classifications in themselves consti· 
tute onJy the lov.est-level historical consequences of a new theory of 
language. But before we examine their explanatory capabilities, let us 

"It is also Jakobson (1928) \\"ho must be credited \\ith the bolJ attempt 10 

salvage Kruszcw~ki's insights by pr11daiming outright "''hat escaped the more 
Ncogrammuian-mindcd Bloomfield-that the only sound la"'·~ operating with· 
out o:ccpt1on m a .c;avcn language arc in fact the la"' s governing the Jisuibu· 
tJOns of contextual uriants or a phoneme in 11 synchronic system. 

1 'Bloom6cld hunself in 1933 had not ;et quite assimibted his prephonem1c 
ou~k on language history to his latterly acquucd phonemic approach to de
~npt on Thus.. an Sections 20.1-10 of his chapter on phonetic change, the qu.es· 
ta.on of .d•stanctivcncu docs nor even arise; tl1e prc,c:ntation rollows P.1ulu1~ 
lanes quite closely It is only in the last Section (20 11). which ad her~ to Pauls 
doctrine about mtimate contact as a condit11in for rhc horrowing of sound· 
var!ant d1Strihut1ons (i c. phonetic rulc:s), that Bloomfield labels the sound 
v.ara~ts ."non·distinctivc," or "sub.phonemic." The J.:cy $tructurali't formula· 
tton, incidentally. seems stronger than is waruntc<l: "'We c:in spe:ik of sound 
change only when the d1splaa:mcnt of habit has led to some alteration in the 
structwe or the language (p. 367) Granrcd that structure-altering changes 
ate more 1mporunt by some descriptive criteuon, ""hY should they be claimed 
as the only ones, 
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note that they also led to formal difficulties. The straightforward appli
cation of phonemic quantization to the continuum of language change 
soon turned up a dialectic puzzle: how do gradual, nondistinctive 
d1•inges suddenly make the leap into a new distinctive category? Con
sider Hockett's eloquently baffled account: 

Sound change itself is constant and slow. A phonemic restructuring, on the 
other hand, must in :i sense be absolutely suddm. No matter hov.· gradual 
was the approach of euly M[iddle) E[nglish] /k/ and /j/ towards each 
other, we c.mnot imagine the actu.il coJlescence of the two other than as a 
sudden event: on such-and·such 3 d.iy, for such-:i.nd-such a speaker or tiny 
group of speakers, the two fell together as /a/ and the whole system of 
stressed nuclei, for the particular idiolect or idiolects, wJS restructured. Yet 
there is no reason to believe th.it we would ever be able to dekct this kind 
of sudden event by direct obscrv.ttion ... (1958.456-457) 

Reflected in Hocketfs discussion is the synthesis of the Neogram· 
marian and Saussurean positions that the ~nguage of the idiolect sen·es 
as the locus of structural, that is, linguistically relevl!lt, and legitimate 
facts . But the net result of this consistent synthesis is that a theory of 
language change becomes removed from empirical found.itions almo:;t 
entirely. It is difficult to accept an explanation through phenomena 
which are not only unobserved, but unobservable. 

Elsewhere we have discussed the consequeoce5 of the claim that sound 
changes in progress cannot be observed (Weinreich 1960; Labov 1963. 
1965 ). In our view, this self.defeating dilemma proceeds from an un
tenable dhtinction between the origin of a change and the propagation 
of the change whid1 Saussure and Bloomfield adopted from Paul.'0 It 
stwds to reason that the transition problem onnot be solved unless 

' intervening stages in the prop.igation of a change are )tudied. In the 
quotation given above, Hockett focuses on the obverse problem: the 
unobscrvability of infinitesimal sound change is coupled with the un
observability of instant:lllcous structural change. 

For scholars who fed uncomfortable with such an approach, several 
alternative solutions come to mind. One is to deny that change takes 
place within a system and to assert instc.id that the system (e.g., the 
dialect) has borrowed the new phenomenon from another J i:llect (e.g .• 

'" W/c c:arl1c:r disrus5cJ lhc place of this distinction in Paul's il11nk1ng. The 
distinction v.·as adopted virtu:ally intact by Saussure (Cour1, p. 28}). 
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Hoenigswald 1960·72-73). If thls formulation .still contains danger~ 
of a conceptual mystery (e.g., at wh ich precise moment does the bor· 
rowing of the new phenomenon become "total''?). it can be revised 
further to envisage tv.·o coexisting dialects-one with the opposition in 
question, the other without (cf. Bloomfield 1933:328 )-and speakers 
who Bumutc: bctv.i:cn the two styles of speech, fa\'oring the "coalcs· 
cent" dwcct m mcreasing measure." Wle reconsider this po.>sibility in 
Section ;.2 as one approach to a more adequate view of linguistic ~true· 
hire. 

Another solution is to assert that continuous variation exists within 
e.ach dialect as a structural element, correlated with some other lin· 
gwstic or nonlinguistic factor, and that the steady movement of tokens 
from one categorial class to another is part of the underlying structure 
(Labov 1966). Thus change would normaUy occur as one vari.tblc 
moved from a position within a given phoneme, to a position -1cro11 

phoneme boundaries, to a position rl'ithin a second phoneme, .10d such 
a variable would be strictly defined by co,·ariation with other features. 
(See §3.31 below.) 

A second problem which arose in grafting phonemic theory onto 
the Neogramnurian theory of sound change was the temptation to 
identify the new llllllytic distinction, subphoncmic/ phonemic, with the 
historical (mutually coterminous) distinctions infinitesimal/discrete, 
fluctuating/stable, irregular/ regularJ and unconscious/conscious. 
Bloomfield, for example ( 1933:365.ff.), thought that nondistinctive 
changes are observable only by the phonetician who hlS at his disPo'al 
"an enormous mass of medunica.J records, reaching through se\'eraJ 
generations of speakers." But the identification of the dichotomies 
taJSCS at least two theoretical diffirulties : 

(a) Granting (for the moment) that nondistinctive changes are 
not obsen·ed by naive language users, why must the linguist necc.!;sarily 
have "an enormous mass of mechankal records" to determine, let us 
say, that subgroups of a speech community differ consistently in the 
use of allophones such as [x] versus (h] or (r] ver:ms (R]' In other 

• words, what deductive reasons are there to believe that nondist1nct1vc 
variation is necessarily inconsistent or infinitesimal, so that phonetic 

1 
Wcmmch ( J960 H2). Corresponding reformulations could be "''orked 

ut to cover phuncnuc spht 
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measurements of enormous masses of recordings are required for its 
detection?" 

(b) If the expla0.1tion of cl1angcs in phonemic structure rests on 
the distinction between continuous phonetic behavior and di~continu· 
ous phonemes, how can we envisage .1 unified theory which would also 
encompass grammar, where the nondistinctive elements (morphs) arc 
not continuous?" 

But re1iardless of whether or not these theoretical difficulties cnn be 
ironed out, we are obliged to take note of empirical C\·idence which 
disconfirms the identification of the analytically distinctive \dth the 
historiailly discrete and the p5rchologica1Iy conscious. Thus the largely 
suhphonemic replacement of lingu:il by uvuhr r in many European 
l.lngu.iges must have taken pface by di~crctc steps (HocnigswJld J !)60: 
73); moreover. the distribution of the two variants is by no mc.-.rn~ the 
unstable one that their nond1stinctivene:sc; would imply. As to uvnre· 
ness, we find that speakers in many parts of the United States are 
extremely sensitive to )ubphonemic variants of /0/ and /0/, and quick 
to stigmatize the nonstandard usage of others. Simibrly, the sub
phoncrnic raising of the vowels of off, 1011 in New York City is a 
matter of extreme sensitivity and a subject of much O\"ert comment and 
correction in formal styles. On the contrary, the sv:eeping ch.toge in 
the repertory of phonemes which rcc;ulted from this proces~the loss 
of distinction between .r11re,..., rhore, /11u-Jore-is quite unnoticed 
.1nd ecms to evoke no social evaluation ( Labov 196 5, 1966) . When 
"-'C see a comparable abc;ence of social awareness of the coalescence of 
phonemes illuc;trated by the mas ive merger of cot--c11ugh1, hock-

u The same obj«tions could have heen made 3F.tinH Paul. Non·distinctive 
variation has. in fact. httn observed by Labov (196~. 1966) through far from 
"enormous" samples. Some scl1olars, incidentally, have bttn far more cautious 
than Bloomfield nnd Hockett uhmonn, for cxamrle (1962 · t4R), dOC$ not 
hold that ~ubphonemic ch.1nges arc unohscrvat>le. only that they arc not taken 
into acrount hy scribe~ rendering their lan~u:ige in phonemic terms. ft is for 
this rar·hctter-formulatcJ rei\~on tlut linguist, have little inform11tinn aoout 
nnn1listinctive changes of the ra~t : :tn<l lhtre i~ nothing In l.chmann·~ view to 
discour,18e us from phonetically ohserving nondistinctive change~ in process 

°'ft i\ un<lc:r~tandahle why Homi,i.:swald ( 1960), at """ork on an ovcr·all the· 
ory of lan8ua~c cl1an,ge. speaks of the "alle,;cd" gradual character of phonetic 
alteration: to unify the conception of morpl1nlogkal and phonological change. 
he explains even the latter by resort to "dialect borrowing"-a dis rc:te process 
by delinitmn 
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social paception and 
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nomenon for which language users ha.d "therapeutic" correctives 
availo.blc to them. Martinetu integrated the views of other forerunners 
with a :;y~tem.itic functionalism in phonetics, and broaJcncc.l the path· 
ology·thcrapy conception £ rom individu.il words to whole ~<:ls of words 
distinguished by a particubr phonemic opposition. Our ninc.1ccnth· 
century predecessors would have been horrified at this teleological way 
of thinking; Martinet's statement of "prophylactic" aversion to pho· 
nemic merger; appeared more plamiblc to structural linguists, since he 
utilized the concept of the morph-distingui~hinC? function of the pho-

• neme rather than speakers' conscious efforts to a\·oid misundcrstandinss 
(19~5:'11-'14). 

For nil the dysfunctionality of homonym clashes .md mass word 
mergers, the coalescence of phonemes is plentifully attested in the his
tory of languages. To prevent the prc~crv.ition-of-contrast mechanism 
from explaining too much. M:trtinct adapted Mathcsiu~· conlcpt 
( 1931 ) of .. functional yield" as n kind of variable contra.c;ti\'eness 
(1955:54-59). It wac; hoped that the theory would then pcnnit op
positions from low-functional ricld to collapse while still explaining 
the preservation of high-yield oppo itions. 

Thus, Martinet put forward one pcrsuash·e explanation for the fact 
that mrny c angcs occurred in groups or sequences-a fact thnt fasci· 
n.1tCd t'\'ery linguist from Rn)k .rnd Grimm on, but which w:ts squinted 
:it hy the hest of them out of :t ~ound mistrust of "ab,tractions" or of 
mystici~m in history. M:trtinet moreover, •;olved a large part of the 
puzzle of "unconditioned · sound ch:tnJ?eS: the principle of srntag· 
matic conto:t now found a p.uaJigmatic counterpart, and syntagmatic 
"ease" (in Paul's term~) ooulcf now he matched by a thorough I}' pi3us· 
iblc notion of "paradigmatic ease" (Martinet 1955:59-62) . 

But it would be unfortunate if Martinet's achiC\-ements \\ere to be 
accepted ns defining the over-all f ramcwork for the explanation of 
lin~uistic change. The work of Moulton ( 1961, 1962) u.nJ some find· 
ings of I 1hoY (I 966) h;wc provided tmpiric:tl foundations for m.Ul)' 

of Martinet's conclusions which ~trcnAlhcn the less det.1iled evidence 
given by Martinet himself anJ his :.tutknts. But. even within ~factinct's 

framework, there is a necJ for dct.1ilcd analysis to m.ike important 

1 !"or SimrJ1Cll)' \\C' base Our references 10 l\larlinct\ 'l\Ork On his ~)nlhC'
llZing book of 19)). 
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'1DGllJPf:G more pmcise and reliable. Thus, the concept of functional 
Jicld aeeds a great deal ol refinement. There are few quantitative 
!ladies beuiDg on it, and they su1fer from a rather narrow conception 
of the fame m which contrasts important for communication must be 
meidriMd.11iey take a nther simplified approach to language by cal· 
ml.ting die Jield of oppositions among minimal pairs uttered as iso· 
1*d lnicl1 items. Other studies of functional yield have also erred by 
Idling tao amuw m mvironmental frame (fol lowing and preceding 
element), miring it impossible to deal with such phenomena as 
"lllw'ing.00 .awel hlrmooy, umlaut. or "preconsonantal r." \Ve have 
et8f 181C111 lo expect that transitional probabilities among phonemes 
.... tlae Sjubldic a>Dtext (let alone the situational one) furni~h vast 
no.nlfs of redundancy which variously diminish the value of a con· 
tlut, lad we feel that more complex measures of functional load will 
haetobeWOlbdoutand evaluated before this highly attractive notion 
is """4foacd_ II 

l'elJuawi (19,9} bas suggested that the grammatical structure of 
Ille lower~~ Qf two languages in the "diglossia" reLttion, 
tbltis, the ftliety of language used in less formal situations, will reg· 
al.!dJ .. '= djf P!!i925. As far as phonology is concerned. he 
lnclintn that the lower-status system is the basic one, while the higher· 
lblbu 1J*m is best understood as a sub- or parasystem of the lower. 
We DOW b&ve empirical evidence to show that in one speech community 
the most highly systematic phonology, which shows the processes of 
~n.ol1>tioa most clearly, is the one used in casual speech with 
llie"minhmm number of distinctions and the maximum contextual 
~ la the long and ingliding system of vowels in New York 
Cilr ...rm speech. one an find examples to support a seven-membered 
mies of malrub-ia the most formal speech. Thus we have: 

beard {ah/ moored / uh/ 
beftd /eh/ stirred /;,h/ 
bid /rm/ barred /ah/ bored /Jh/ 

bat the foam lo support this system are produced in a most irregular 

•See~ (1966) and \Vang (1967) for critical aprroaches to 1~is 
problem. ICiaa (196') explores the role of functional yield empirically wit~ 
Depbft ~ but h11 en•uoommts arc unfortunately limited to the immedi· 
llll1J Plcudiug and followmg segments as discussed :above. 
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and unreliable manner. On the other hand, the most spontaneous 
speech (among lower-middlc·dass s~kers) will ricld a very regular 
system of the form: 

bear, bared, bad /ih/ moored, bored /uh/ 
stirred /1.h/ 
barred /ah/ 

and this system is the product of a regular :l.lld rational process of lin· 
guistic ~olution (Labo,· 1966: 559-565). Apparently there are moti·} 
vating forces in linguistic change whid1 can ride roughshod over any 
tendency to preserve cogniti,•e distinctions. 

The consequences of these findings must be built into the functional· 
yield concept and into a contrast·prcserving explanation of serial Ian· 
guage cJ1ange. 

Another example· the ancc~tor of the Yiddish dialects of Central 
and Eastern Europe distinguished long and short high-front .ind hish
hac.k vowels: ii, ii, i, i. In Southern Yiddish the back series was fronted 
to merge with the front vowels; in Northeastern Yiddish the long 
vowels merged with their corresponding short ones. We thus ha\'C: 

Prolo-l'iddish 
S.Y. 

iin~%ii11 

~i111{tt1) 

N.E.Y. 

Now, it could have been o.rgued {in an admittedly circular manner) 
that the functional )teld permitted each two·way merger, but not a 
four,way merger (Weinreich 19~8). Even this orcular "cxplan.ition," 
however, 1s now invalidated by frc~h empirical evidence. The mo:.t 
rccmt research (Herzog 1965 : 211 ff .• 1968) has turne-d up two nreas 
in which nlJ vowels h2ve merged into a uniform i (.sec Fig. 1) : one 
in North Central Poland, the other in the Northern Ukraine. It turns 
out, further, that in the region surrounding the second area a ~hift 
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or ·~ > i is in gco~ra.phic complemcntn.ry distribution with the full 
collapse of u·s and i's. It would appear that still a fifth source or i 
vowels (producing, e.g .. further homonymy with ::.i11 'to see' < •z~n) 
would have been too much. In the theory of functional yield as so far 
formulated, we find no ba~is for predicting that the merger seen in 
Northern Polish Yiddish WJs possible, or that the merger of Ukrainian 
Yiddish w.1s pc~sible only on condition that ·~ > i did not also take 
place. 

The Yiddish Atlas, c.le~igncc.1 from the beginning to bear on prob· 
lcms of this kind, is turning up large amounts of relevant materials 
from phonologr a~ w-elJ as grammar and lexical semantics. 

It is also worth noting that the homonymy·pre•:ention theory con· 
tributes little to the solution of the "actuation riddle" It i~, of course, 
entirely proper to leave room for "further research," :ind one is en· 
titled to hope that in some (privilcgeJ) cases, deep study of language 
state!i will explain not only "h)' ,a change took pla.ce at a certain time 
in a certain direction, but also why it Jid not take place sooner. :Marti· 
net is certainly right m saying ( 1955 :62) that a linguist should not be 
diverted from his search for c.\uscs br the complexity of the problemc;; 
but it is not clear th.it a theory ba)cJ upon the functional )·icld of cog· 
nitivc contrasts can pro\'ide the machinery for asse:.sing the full com· 
plexitr of c:iusal rd:ition5 within phonological ~tructure. \'i/e note that 
the mechanism of ordered rules developed within a generati\'e frame
work, which is not dependent upon :i :.ct of contra:.ting units at any 
level lower than the lexical lc\'el, docs offer a rich field foe 'earchin~ 
out such dcep·scated relations between c;uperficially unconnc-ctcd phe· 
nomcna. But it seems to us unlikely that the actuation problem v.•ill 
readil}" rield to purely structural imC$tigations, and we expect that 
their contribution will be confined to the ta.~k of stating limitations and 
elucid:iting-in part-the mechanism of language change. Solutions 
to the actuation problem must be cxpc<tcJ from other (iircct1ons. 

2.2 GRAMMATICAL STRllCTlJRF. 

Revisions of an.ilytic.al gramm.ltic.11 theory ha\'c. ng.lin expectedly. 
led to a rcdas"ification of hi .. torical events on record. To take n~ an 
example the best-defined post·P.mlian sptcm of grammilti01I .mal· 
}''iis-Rloomficldian morphemics-we find the hi,torical consequences 
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of the etic/ emic distinctions developed systematically by I loenigswald 
(1960). We may expect similar extensions of generative grammar to 
the desaiptioo of historical events. Among investigations aiming at 
explanation rather than simple description, two lines of theoretical 
work, at least, may be cited. The first is connected with the formulation 
of gnmmatica1 universals; the second, with the study of conflicting 
productive patterns. 

Underlying the search for universals is the Humboldtian vision that 
the languages of the world, in all their morphological variety. are de· 
signed to perfmm the same syntactic g01ls. This insight gives a the
omial foundation to such findings as the one that the loss of case 
systans in ancient lndo-European languages has been compensated 
for by the development of stricter word-order and prepositional 
Sfidrms. 

A mn1rkahly rich list of grammatical universals has been proposed 
by Gn!mberg ( 1963b); they are mostly concerned "° ith word or· 
clcr. llcantly (1966), he has turned to the examination of the dia· 
chronic impliatioos of such universals, with promising results. Fur· 
tbermore, he has taken a major step in testing cert.tin synchronic 
universals which fail the test of absolute synchronic application, by 
examining their role as determinants of the directions of d1ange. For 
example. he bas investigated the claim that semanticallr unmarked 

'es (nominative) will tend to be morphologicallr urunarked, 
scmaotially marked categories morphologically marked. Although 

e many obvious counterexamples in Slavic noun declensions, his 
review of historical developments in Czech shows that any changes 
which did take place in the last few centuries were in the direction 
predicted by this rule. Two important modes of investigation are iodi· 
ated by Greenbcrg·s work: ( 1 ) the clarification through empirical 
means of the abstract claim that synchronic systems have "dynamic" 
tmdpigp . (see Matthesius 1911), and ( 2) the use of quantitative 
methods to replace anecdotal evidence and persuasive argument. 
Though Grccnbcrg has not presented any over·all theory of language 
strudw'e or Janguase ehanse, his work is nonetheless extremely im· 
port.ant for the empirical f ound.ations of such a theory. 

We are enc.ouraged by Greenberg's use of quantitative methods and 
his ability to isolate significant trends in structure. "t the same time, 
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one must admit that he is necessarily confined to surface structure at 

the lowest level of reliabilit}' which is common to the descriptions of 
languages available to him. It is sometimes argued that one must have 
a comprehensive theory of language, or a theory of language change 
a.~ a whole, before one can begin to inve.tigate bnguage or language 
change seriously If one holcis to this doctrine, one would Juve to be 
extremely critical of Gr~nbcrg's workrn10ltke procedures. But one 
might argue that som1: of the more lasting contributions to Jinguistics 
have been in the form of p.irtinl explanations of limited areas of lan
guage, while comprehensive theories which attempted to account for 
everything ha\•e not shown the same longNity. \\7 e might ask in turn 
v.·hether any all-embracing theory can be erected at this time without 
the rigitlity which rejects new d. ta and new methods. For the historian, 
a set of v.tlidated universals becomes :i. constraint on possible changes 
in a language. However, it mmt be .iJmitted that so far grammaticaJ 
universals have provided language with an overlong historical tether 
that is observed to stretch all too rarely; that is, the universals, especially 
those envisaged by Chomskr, arc so broad th.it we are unlikely to find 
cases of changing languagc:-s which are approaching a passible "viola· 
tion." But, of course, this type of lingui~ic investigation is only in its 
infancy, and the future passibilities arc quite unsurvey:ible. 

The second line of work ref erred to above stems from a desire to 
escape the vacuities of the Neogrammuian doctrine of analogy. In the 
domnin of irregubr morphophonemic alternation. Paul and hi~ con
temporaries observed much unpredictable change, which they cl.1c;si· 
fied as "analogical." But as the critic<> of Neogrammariani m were 
quick to point out, "analogy" ns an alternative to exceptionlcss sound 
Jaws not only was itself an 11d hof explanation, but al(o converted the 
sound law itself into an a.I hor concept. (It is amu~ing and instructi\'e 
to find Osthoff, in the very volume whose preface beaunc the Noogram
marian manifesto, "explain" some changes in Greek numerals with 
the most fanciful and arbitCJI'}' appeals to analogy.) Paul was well 
aware that "since a form c.10, by virtue of its shape, belong to several 
chs~. it is possible to derive the remaining associated forms from it 
according to different proportions" ( p. 11-1). Of the various possible 
developments, Paul therefore surmised, a form follow:. that proportion 
which has the greater "power" (,\(afht). But since he suggested no 
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aitcria for 1ndcpcndcntly testing the "pov.·er" of a proportion, the 
argument is completely circular: the cause, itself unmotivated, can 
be known only through its effects. Bloomfield, despite the benefit of 
decades of additional research, in his discussion of :malogical change 
could report no progress over Paul. 

Fresh attempts to systematize linguists' experience with analoro· 
were Im.le after World War II br Kurylowicz (I 949) and Manaak 
( 19'8); tbc:y arc conveniently summarized by Lehmann ( 1962: 188-
192). The general rules fonnubted by these scholar:., with a consider· 
able body of documented evidence. provide new framev. orks where 
pcniously there was mostly disorder. 

Another way out of the free·for-all of analogy was sought by Frei 
(1929) and Bally (e.g., 1944) . In the patterning of mistakes com· 
mitted against normative French grammar, the Geneva scholars looked 
for evidence of dysfunctional aspects in the system against which the 
waves of change had begun to lap. This material would be particul.1rly 
worthy of reconsideration if it could be extended to cover a variety of 
dialects in actual use by a given population. 

2.~. AJtCUMENTS RELATED TO loNG-TERM TRENDS 

We have sccn that a particular historical datum changes its status 
when it is viewed in the framework of different theories of language. 
Thus, the fronting of " (as in German umlaut) constitute.; a signif· 
icant change as soon as it happens-in a theory innocent of phonemics. 
From a phonemic point of view, this fronting is o\'erridden in im· 
portancc by the loss of the contextual condition (high-front \'owel~ in 
the following syllable). Examples could be multiplied and ramified at 
wall. 

A given datum may also acquire fresh significance if viewed, not 
through a different theory of language structure, but as part of :i 

different long· range trend. As Meillet put it: 

Language changes get their meaning only if one con~idcrs the whole of lhe 
.c!rrClopmeot of which they.Me parts· the same change !has an absolutdy 
cllifermt significance depending on the process which it m.in1fcsts •. ind it is 
never leg1hmate to try to explain a detail outside of n consideration of the 
gmetal 1y'1cm of the 1111gua e in which It nppc:irs. ( t 906a: 11) 

The concept of drtfl endows the story of language with a meaningful 
'plot" that plays much the same role as a trend introduced by a his· 
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torian into the retelling of a sequence of sociopolitical happcnini;s. 
Con~idered by itself, for imtance, the fluctuation bet\\een clause-initi.il 
objective ll'ho and whom in English is hut another c.asc of allomorph 
altern.ition; but seen, as Slpir saw it ( 1921), as a conflict between two 
trends- movement of interro~.itivcs to initial position vcrsu~ special
ized word order for the several noun phrases of a scntcncc:-tlii~ fluctu
ation is converted into the last 1ct of :i long drama and endows it with 
enormous suspense. 

1\s a rule, long-range trends have been formulated for one language 
or language group at a time. An example of a richlr documented ex· 
ploration of this type is Malkiel's paper "Diachronic Hyperchamcteri· 
zation in Romance" ( 195 7-1958), in which polyscmous entities are 
sho\\•n to ha,·e split up ag.1in .mJ again into pairs of signs with scp:irate 
signifi;lnts (e.g., L:it. lei5 'lion, lioness' into Frcnd1 lio11/JiQ1111~) • 
.Malkiel seems to us to be quite right when he conclude~ that the study 
of a trend such as hypercharactcriZJ.tion '"endows with rich mc:ining 
procei;sc:; which, viewed in isolation, have traditionilly been di~missed 
as insignificant" (p. 36), and that there is nothing incompatible be
tw«n the documentation of such a trend and a.nr accepted principles 
of linguistic theory. On similar grounds, we c.an appreciate Z1nnun
skij's work on long-term trends in German a.nd in Germanic ( 1958). 
One wonders, however, whether the trends thus studied would not gain 
in theoretical significance if they were dr.1wn from some indepcnJcntlr 
motivated "schedule" of por1iUe trends, rather than detected sep.rn1tely 
for each group of language~ who.;e d:tt.t h.lppen to be within the grJsp 
of a given historian (no matkr how inspired) That i .. to say, d~pite 
the systematizin,g value of these long·ran.i;e trends studied within their 
separate fieJd.;, one has the feeling that they will remain marginal to 
a comprehensive theory of language unless we c.1n formulate n better 
S]Jltm of trends. 

2A. DtSTINCTf\'f; FEATURf.S ANO PHONOl.OGICAL CHANGB 

Tlic imposition of a purely function•lf conception of the phonl'mc 
onto the hi.,tory of sound change often kd to str.ingc re~ults; a r.uJical 
change ltke 

t d d 
> 

8 h 
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to qualify as a linguistic change because the repertory of pho
es (i.e., the "structure") had not been affected; after the change, 

there were still three phonemes, in one-one correspondence with the 
three before the change (cf. Hill 1936: 15i Hockett 1958 · 380). Such 
a purely functional view contended that the phonetic realization of the 
contrastive units was irrele'\'ant to structure; and it thereby ob~cured the 
structural character of the most systematic large·scnlc sound shifts. The 
difficulty can be avoided, however, if we follow instead the Prague 
tradition of underst110ding the phoneme not onl}' in te.rms of its morph
distinguishing function, but also in terms of its distinctive-feature 
strit<IMr~ (Weinreich 1960:330) . 

Applied to the history of languages, the structural understanding 
of phonemes agajn had, as its first conscciuence, a reclassification of 
certain changes. In the paper already referred to, J nkobson ( 1931) 
formulated a third type of change in addition to phoneme merger and 
phoneme split-reinterpretation of phonemes ( rephonologization) It 
became possible to show how 11.n opposition remained im-ariant \\·hile 
the means of its implementation changed: for c..>xample, the shift of 
lnd~European aspirates and nonaspirat~ to a corresponding pili of 
series of voiced and voiceless consonants. The \'Cry formulo.tion of such 
a change was beyond the capability not only of Paul's theory, but also 
of a purely contrastive phonemics represented by Hockett ( 1958), 
where the phonetic realization of the units carried no structural sig· 
ni6cance. 

More substantial advances in the diachronic application of distinc· 
tive-feature theory were made, again, by Martinet. First, he enriched 
the conrept of "ttphonologization" by a more fully developed and 
amply illustiated cfoctrine of the preservation of useful featur~ (e.g., 
19n:t86-187, 199-211). Even more important ~tas his de\'elopment 
of what had long fascinated and puzzled linguists-the symmetry of 
sound systems. The Neogrammarians were mistrustful of it-again 
they saw dangers of mystification-and could not quite come to terms 
with the fact that ''all languages display a certain harmony of the sound 
system" (Paul, p . .57), until Sievers offered a physiological expl.tna· 
tion : a different rest position of the organs in spe.ikers of ditfeunt 
languages. Sievers' contemporaries welcomed this empirical basis for 
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the puzzling symmetries-but empirical evidence has not sustained the 
claim, nor has anyone been able to explain v.:hy such a rest position 
should control the functional realization of sound segments. It was the 
Pca,'!ue phonologists who proc<; ded to a systematic description of these 
harmonies; and it was Martinc.t who attempted a major expltm 11ory 
step by arguing that the confl1ct bcra' ··n the a.symmetrical geometry of 
the speech organs and the ( prc~um:tbly) psychophysical economy of 
symmc:trical utilization of distinctive features guarantees a permanent 
instability of sound systems. Martinet's illustrations of :actual oscil
liltions of systems bera·ecn symmetry and asymmetry (1955:88 ff.) 
provide solid arguments for his theory. which must be include<l in any 
explanation of linguistic cil:lnge, even if it still leaves the actuation 
riddle untouched. 

The development of di-;tinctive-feature theot}' also made it possible 
for the first time not merely to char.tcterize: sound system:> in terms of 
presence or lack of certain sounds (or sound classes). hut also to sug· 
gest ncce-;c;ary implications; for example, if a language has affricates, it 
wHI also have homorganic fricatives. The most ambitious attempt along 
these lines is Jakob~on' s ( l 941 ) , and in the atmosphere of a rC\•iving 
interest in universals of language, the search for implications seemed 
to be tl1e most promic;ing line of work in phooologr (e.g., Ferguc;on 
1963). Of course, the list of \•alid implications is still o.-trcmel)' sh.iky, 
so that attempts to use alleged univer<.1ls as constraint:, on reconstruc· 
lion (e.g., Jakobson 1958) remain highly controversial (cf. S. W. 
Allen'<; discussion. ib11J.). But the possibilities along these lines are 
sure Ir still far from exluuc;ted. 

2.41. GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY ANO THt ECONOMY OF GRAMMARS 

As in all the cases pre\"iously cited, the development of a new format 
of linguistic description-"generative phonology" (Halle 1959, 
19()2)-implics a restatement ~nd recllSsifiration of changes long on 
record. Jn particular, the formulation of phonetic redund.ancies in terms 
or ordered rul~ makec; it po<tsihle to describe the difference~ between 
some phonologicJ.1 system-; in terms of the: same rut~ differently or· 
dcrcd (Halle 1962; Keyser 1963; S.1porta 1965). Correspondingly 
.ind preditt.tbly, :;ome changes can now be described as revers.tis of 
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Older llDOOI existing rules. There was a time when sound changes 
wae being reclassified under the beadings of "atlditiom of phonemes 
to the iaftlltoiy. tlmlion of phonemes, J11b11it11tio11 of phonemes, 
lwlllJptJlilton of phonemes." We presume that a repetition of this sim
plistic aadse in relation to r11/e.s (addition, deletion) is not to be 
Ilka • the chief c:ootribution of generati-.e theory to historical lin· 
gaillia. For &eprdJess of the merits of generative phonology in the 
drnipNa of language changes, it is far more important to see whether 
it oftm Ill)' new perspectives in the expl1ma1io11 of changes. 

'lb! mast general statement of the application of gcner.itive phonol· 
ogto hislDrical cxplanatioo is still that of Halle ( 1962) ; it has ~erved 
u the point of departure for a number of recent discussions of hi~
tarbl change( e.g., Closs 1965 on syntax). Many of the issues r.iised 
by Halle ue both constructive and penetrating; yet consideration of the 
empiric:a1 foundations of Halie's viewpoint reveals serious cause~ foe 
mncem, We argue ( §1.23 and elsewhere) that the generative model 
for the desaiption of langtll8e as a homogmcous object is needlessly 
umalistic, and we contend that it is quite pointless to construct a theory 
of change which ~ as input descrip.ttons of language states that 
ue coatrary to fll!t and unnecessarily idealized. \'<le will now take up 
time aspects of HalJe•s argument which illustrate these limitations 
molt dearly: ( 1} the isolation of the individual parent-to-child rcla· 

jiomhiP from the speech mmmunity, and the use of this relationship 
~~el of linguistic change; (2) the isolation of specific historic.ii 
deftlopnents from their social context; and ( 3) the applicition of 
distinctive features to concrete examples of change in phonologiC11 
spue. 

(1) TIH fl•mt-to-thi/J model of lingNiJlir rha11ge. Halie's np· 
plOICh to what we have called the transition problem (sec §3.1 nnd 
If.) postulates "discontinuities in the grammars of succe:>sive gen· 
erations" ( 1962 :6') and cites Meillet's parallel views on this point. 
Halle s conception necessarily isolates the individual spcaker-lc:arner 
and the individual parent-model from the speech community. TI1e 
mechanism he proposed for linguistic change might be diagr.unmed as 
follows: 
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Parent's gr.tmm:ir 
Addihon of 
a rule--------~i 

Parent's modified grammar 

J, 
Child's restructured 

grammar 

P.irent's 
S}'Stem 

Child's 
system 

1 ts 

The image of the parent-to-child re13tionship as a model for language 
change is a plausible one, in the context of a structural model based 
on the ~tudy of individuals (or or .1 ''homogcoeuus rnmmunity," which 
is simplr an individual under il group label). Furthermore, it ~ccms 
clear that children do restructure their gr:i.rnmars not once, but m:my 
times, as they mature (Miller and Ervin 1964; Bellur' 1?67). But the 
model depends upon the unexamined assumption that tli<.· children's 
grJ.mmars nrc formed upon the data provided by their parents' speech. 
Yct there is a mounting body of e,·idence that the bnguagc of ead1 
child i-; continually being restructured during hi~ preadobcent yea~ 
on the model of his peer group. Current studies of prc:.idolelccnt peer 
groups show that the child normally acquires his particul.u dialect 
pattern, including recent dungcs, from c:hildren onlf ~lightly older 
than him~lf.~ 

In the light of this comidcr.ation, it is apparent tlut H.ille') model 

14 ln the '111iou~ empirical studies of .\f)ecch communitin referred to in this 
raper, ir has occn found regularly tlllt duldrcn of "first 1;cncration" parents 
Jo not dilfec in their diafC(t characteristics from childrm of families that have 
livc:J in the s:ime area for many gmeration~. C'\'en when the pucnrs' dialect is 
markedly different from the local one Thus the ma1ority of the LO\\cr £1st 
Side n.u1ve speakers in the NlW Y•11k Cit}' stuJr "·ere steond gcnerM1on u~ers 
u( English-that 1s, English "as not their parents' nntrH~ language-but this 
foll was not inconsistent with u u111lnrm .inJ regul.ir e1;olutiun of the ba.~i~ 
vcrn;iculnr of New Yorl; Cit)' (l:ihuv 1966). There .trc two ~itu11tions whert 
parent~· lnnguagc may indeed he t.1kcn .u Lhe Jcllnit1vc model ror 'luldrcn'\ 
lon_gu11ge. Orie is in the isolated household-rural M urhsn where the chil1 
cannot or may not pl:ty "1th other lhil.lren. The: other ii in the di.tcct transfetj 
of a prestige: feature: from parent co child m the variety of ~11reful src:teh used 
for scolding and correcr1on (~ec l.abo,· 1966b). 
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leaves many questions unanswered. Does the added rule originate 
within the community? Do all parents in the community add the rule? 
If not, what happens when a child from a family that has added the 
rule speaks to a child from a family without it? The alternative situ
ations implied here would undoubtedly affect the course of linguistic 
change in different ways, which cumot be anticipateJ within Halie's 
framework. He, like Paul, posits a discreteness of generations which 
cannot be supported unless one ignores the fact that children derh·e 
their hnguagc input from many sources. If we now suppose that the 
preadolescmt child can construct and reconstruct a simplest gram.our 
u his experience grows, it is apparent that structural changes produced 
by his parents' late rule addition may never appear in the child's final 
adolescent grammar. The very fact that the child can restructure bis 
grammar means that there is little point in looking at the parents' lan
guage as the model for change in the child's grammar. Radical dif
fcrcnces between parent and child are then not evidence of the dis
motinuity of language change, but rather of the social distance between 
the generations. 

A further weakness of Halle's model is the implication that a change 
is completed within a generation, the product of a specific relation 
between parents' and children's grammars. But this implication is not 
borne out by the empirical evidence of change i.n progress (cf. Gauchat 
1905; Hennann 1929; Reichstein 1960; labov 1963, 1966). These 
investigations have described changes that continue in the same direc
tion over several generations. Persistence in the direction of change 
suggests that these changes are variables which have been evaluated io 
the same way by the speech community over a considerable period of 
time (see §3.3) . .A continuous process of tr an sf er withln the peer 
group, from Children slightly older to children slightly younger, is 
consistent with such middle-range developments; but proposals for the 
automatic restructuring of the parents' dab by the chi ld do not show 
us any reason why the process would be repeated in successive gener-
ati. II ons. 

ar Finally, it u worth notin8 that tJ1c proh.lcms presented here arc not irrele
vant to the h1Storical status of the 5'\'itching rules sug.c;ested in recent gentr.t· 
bvc llcatmcnts of the Great Vowel Shift If we consider that sw11ching rules 
arc in any way parallel to the changes that did take place. there would be some 
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( 2) .AppliraJ1011 lo historiral examples. When Halle deals with an 
actu.tl historical example, the isolating character or hi) basic model 
emerges even more promincnlly. H.1ving separated the individual 
speaker from hi' g roup, Halle devi~~ structural arguments to relate 
scver1l individu.ils ( - idiolccts), without regard for the hi~toric.11 
evidence avail.ible on the process of change "ilh1n the spet."Ch com· 
munity. He d1scu'>si.:~ the.- case of Early Mo<lern English~ in meal, sea, 
beat 11.S an example of a mutation in the order of the rules which op
erate upon an underlying structure preserved from earlier stages of 
the lan!,'Uage. 

Jt is true that !>tudents of English have been puzzled for some time 
by the apparent rever).ll of a completed merger: in early sixteenth
century London, the worJ cbsscs of mate and meal had apparently 
merged and were opposed to the class of meet; but in the seventeenth 
century the system <:merged in its modern form with 11Mle opposed to 
meal and meet : 

I 
( 16th century) 

meet 

{meat} 
mate 

II 
(17th century) 

--+) f:::n 
mate 

Halle u,c., this cxJ.mple to nrgue th:it mcr~r J.t the ( contr.1,tive or bi· 

unit1uc) phonemic k-vel i:. not irrcvcrstbk. But hi~ exJ.mplc-no nut
tcr how hyrothetirnl-loscs its force in the light of the rich evidence 
brought fonvard by \\''yld ( 19 36) and Kokeritz (1953), whid1 sho?.S 
th.ti the Sy~tcm~ I and II nltcrn:itcd in London for a considerable 
period, ;ind th:it the 'ocial signiliGtncc of the conservative and innovat
ing rules must have been \\Cll known to mo't Londoners. In Shakes-

-obvious problems of rommunicmt1on hc1,.tt0 speaker\ v.ho pronoun•cJ ngh 
"' [s1l] 11nd 1u 11\ ( 'e' ], :ind 'f'L'akcrs who rcvcr,e<l thne tv.o prnnund~t•<ms. 
Une might 11rguc thnt switchtn•• '' possible lictwc:cn two sutlL~\1ve .in.I Jj,. 
wntinuou' ,:;cnc:ratiuns, although this hnrdlv ~ccms ,on,istl.'nt "ith H11llc"s re
str1cuon on mutual intelligib1l 1ty ns a constraint upon change ( 196) 66) But 
if we 1l11nk of successin! age levds transmitting hngui"ic tradition in • con· 
t 1nuous pattern, 1 hen switching 1 u lcs •ccm c-ven more remote from processes 
which ~:in occur in the actual process or lmguislic changr 
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pcue's texts, for example, KOkcritz finds ample support for the notion 
tblttbe comervative system was identified with refined and aristocratic 
speed as well known to the London commoner, no doubt, :is Re
ceiftd Pronunciation of the BBC is to Londoners today. Such speak· 
en must master both the old and the new systems, at lc.-ast in their 
~Whether we view the process as prolonged bidialectalism 
or as inhamt structural variability (see § 3.; below) , we must assume 
thlt some speakers of all ages were competent in the phonology of 
bolh J IDd D (Halle's rules (14] and (22-23]). Surely ao empirical 
.,mtion ID the tn.asitioo problem must take precedence over argu· 
meab hued oo the manipulation of isolated structures; to ignore 
empirical mdcace, even in a hypothetical example, represents a step 
bldtward in the explanation of change (in effect, to the position of 
Slmswe; see § 1.21 above). 

0) Applittllitm of distinrti111·ftalurt theDry to Jo1111J shif Is ob
l#flM;,, pro1''11. Stu.dies of phonological changes in progress suggest 
thlt Halle's proposals are inadequate in not being able to account for 
f1eqoently obeczved modes of transition. We have considerable quan· 
titllive evidence to show that there is close covariation bmveen the 
movemeut of low vowels in a front-and-back direction and mid vowels 
moring to a higher or lower position. Moulton ( 1962) showed that 
the position of the low-center vowel in Swiss dialects was a function 
of the structure of mid- and low-mid-vowels in the front and back 
series. Labov (1966:529-535) established that in a single speech c::ty the position of /ah/ was narrowly determined by the rel· 
~ Jlei&bts of mid-vowels /eh/ and /oh/. These quantitative rela· 

tioas imply the steady movement of a vowel along one dimension in 
mo'ldlnitioa with other vowels moving along other dimensions--over 
le'fall gmcations. Qualitative evidence of many recently completed 
cblagasuggests the same pattern; in Yiddish dialects, the shiftsu > J 
[> 1] and o > 11 are systematically related (Herzog 1965:170); in 
many American dialects, we find similar on·going processes of the 
fronting of /ah/ with accompanying raising of /reh/ towa.rd /eh/." 

"This dCftlopmmt as ap«iaJly advanced in such Northern cities u Buffalo, 
Detroit. and Chicago. A fiftem·ycar-old Detroit speaker. for example, v.·as 
Uhlled to find that New Yorkers say "f~IJ for [ba1IJ ('bottle') and (b:rtll 
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This evidence shows that the mechanism of change is not a sudden 
substitution or addition of higher-level rules, but rather the application 
of a continuous function to phonological space at a level where con
tinuous values are possible. Furthermore, it shows that the two-di
mensional model of the vowel quadrangle, based on articulatory po· 
sitions of the tongue, pro\'ides the fr.unework within which such 
changes operate, and that direct measurements of distance between 
low and mid-vowels are a factor in the rules operating (see § 3.3 
below). However, the distinctive-feature framework in whicl1 Halle is 
operating r~olves the phonological space into independent dimensions. 
None of the definition~ of gravity and compactn~~ provided so far 
will give us a theoretical motivation for the co,·ariation of gravity and 
compactness among consonants, and no such evidence has appeared. 
Thus if the historian of language should accept the distinctive-feature 
matrix, he loses the pos~ibility of describing in a coherent way a series 
of shifts moving around the periphery of the vowel tr.lpezoid. 

Despite the three limitations discussed .lbove, there remains a strong 
intuitive appeal in Halie's view of the role of children's rule-forming 
behavior in language change. We cannot ignore the obvious point that 
preadolesccnt chiJdren do construct grammars independently and may 
restructure them many times. But the parent-child hypothesis obsrures 
rather than clarifies the cm pi rical question JS to whether change is con· 
tinuou!\ or discontinuous. The critical point foe examination is whether 
we can locate any linguistic discontinuity in the succession of age 
groups in a given community. 

Such a r~listic inv~tigation of discontinuity can proceed from a 
theoretical model which constructs grammars for heterogeneous speech 
communities. We arp;uc that while linguistic change is in progrC'.'s, 
an archaic and an innovating form coexist within the grammar: this 
grammar differs from an e.1rlier grammar by the addition of a rule, 
or perhaps by the conversion of an in\'ariant rule to a \':triable rule 
(see §3.3 below). If we adopt a view similar to Sturtevant's (1947: 
Chap. VIII), we would expect social significance to be eventually at· 
tributed to the opposition of the tvro forms. At some point the social 
and linguistic issues are resolved together; when the opposition is no 

for [bi~!l) ('battle') . Jn one group of workin,si·class Chicago hoys. we 6nJ John 
realized ns (jren}, /oc~r as [lxksl and 1ha1 as [.1c-tl 
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longer maintained, the receding variant disappear::.. 111is view of 
change fits the general observation that change is more regular in the 
.,ma:mc than in process. We can expect that abrupt dun~e or dis
G>ntinuity will occur at the point of resolution. It is at this point that 
we might expect a sudden restructuring of the grammar: a ~earch for 
linguistic discontinuities in the succession of age groups would there
fore be a necessary first step if Halie's suggestion is lo receive firm 
anpiriaJ support. 

3. LANGUAGE AS A DIFFERENTIATED SYSTEM 

3.0 A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO HETEROGENEOUS STRUCTURES 

We now return to the fundamental question raised in Section 0: if 
a language must be structured in order to function dnciently. how 
does it function as the structure changes? We will propose a model of 
language that avoids the fruitless paradoxes with which theories of 
bomogrncous structure have encumbered historical linJ;Uistics. 

We have seen that for Paul as well as for Saussure, variability and 
systematicity excluded each other. Their successors, who continued to 
postulate more and more systematicity in lanJ;Uage, becnme ever more 
deeply committed to a simplistic conception of the homogeneous idio
lect. They provided no effective means for constituting a o;peech com
munity out of several such idiolects, nor even of representing the be
havior of a single speaker with several idiolccts at his dispo~al. Neither 
did they offer an effective method for constituting a single l:mguage 
out of chronologically disparate homogeneous staJ;es. Yct mo•t lin
guists adcnowledgc the evidence which demonstrates that bnguage 
change is a continuous p1oa:ss and the inevitable by·product of lin
gwstic intew:tion. 

The p:uadoxes have been deeply felt. Hockett, for ex:imrle, exhibits 
a painful sensitivity to the difficulty of reconciling the fnct of change 
with the categorial nature of homogeneous '<tructure. On the one hand, 
he asserts that the process of sound change is too slow and too gradual 
to be observed except by its effects; on the other hand, he munt.ain' 
that the process of structural change is instantaneous and hence equally 
unobservable by its effects. One can follow, as we have done, the his· 
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torical developments that led to these extreme positions, but few lin
guists can r~t content with an explanation of change whith depends 
upon the joint unob:.ervability of nil the processes involveJ . 

We have sugge~tcd ( §0) that the Slllution to the fundamental ques
tion lies in the dire{tion of breaking down the identification of struc· 
turedness with homo,gcncity. \'Vic have proposed, instead, that a rea· 
onabk ccount of change will depend upon the possibilit)' of describ

ing orderly diff<.rt:ntntion within langu.1ge. In thi~ section we will 
present such a model of hnguage stn1Cturc, together with some of the 
data whrch support 1t, we will then outline a strate.gy for a study of 
language change which rc~b upan these empirical foundations. 

3 1 THE TESTIMOSY OF LINGUISTIC GEOGRAPHY 

From the beginning, the findings of linguistic gcosrJ.phf have been 
used b} historical linguhh to bobtcr thei r theoretical viewpoints, but 
seldom has the evidence prO\·ided the proof that was Jesired.89 If the 
isoglosses for each word invol\"ed in a sound change ~hould coincide, 
the Neogramm.uian hypothesis would receive strong support. But the 
painful fact jc; that ther rarely coincide, even when ther do aggregate to 
form loo e bundles. The contention that eJ.ch "ord has it' own his· 
tory reflects our inability to predict or C\'en account for the ways in 
which one worJ precedes .lflothcr across the dialect geogrnpher".; maps. 
Nevertheless, thic; evidence is prc,cntcd in the standard Neogram· 
marian texts alongside unqua.lified pronouncement~ of the unexception· 
able nature of sound Jaws (Bloomfield H>33:34 l, 361) .•0 

Historic.ii linguists also hoped th1t isoglosses would suppart the ti rm 
division of lingui,tic territorie'i into hicrarchicall~ ordered sets of IJ.n· 
guages, di.1lccts, and subd1alccts. He-re ag•tin th<. tviucnce b.ts been 
Ji,appointing: an unsdcctc-d set of isogloc;c;es dol' not divide a k rri· 

tory into clear-cut areas. but rather into a crosshatched continuum of 
finely subdivided fragment;; , Bloomfield rc,·iew:. this problem (193): 
3•1 I) , but hi~ own critcri.i for selecting the most signifiant isoglosscs 

~ .. Comp.arc O~thotf nod I\ru.l?mann·~ rc11,1ing of Winteler. . 
• 11 O nc: approad1 to re~onciling rhe facts 11f dialect •c:oguphy "ith the uni· 

formity of sound laws is to :argue that the attested Ructuatinns re the rC$ults 
of borrowing ind rehorrow1n1? from one rC'gulnr dialect to another The proc~s 
nf sound chnnge then drop~ out of the d:iss of ob<enable rhenomena (Cf 
\Vr:inrc:ich 1960 330 for a critique of I lod:cll's Je\dopmc:nt of th is theme) 
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for dialect cla.ssi6catioo have not proved successful in empirical re
search (W eirueich 1968) . 

It was also hoped that dialect geogr.i.phy would provide support for 
the notion that there is a negative correlation between "structuredness" 
and communiability of linguistic phenomena. For Paul, for example, 
everything in language was in.finitely commuokable by social inter
course, and everything in a language responded freely, without re
sistance, to outside inBueoce~xrepl phonological rules. In quite a 
similar vein, Saussure felt that the wave model enlightens us about the 
primordial laws of all the phenomena of differentiation (p. 287), al
though we must presume that for purposes of reconstruction, that is, 
again in phonology, Saussure would retain the Stammba11m which 
postulates the mutual dependence of particular innovations. 

The negative correlation between stmcturedness and communicabil
ity was a perfectly natural extrapolation for a socially agnostic theory 
of language. However, the correlation was never more than hypothet
ic.al and it now appears that it was factually incorrect. Evidence was 
given above that phonemic mergers e:x-pand outward, and this tendency 
seems to be very general indeed.0 It might be argued that the spread 
of mergers represents the loss of structure, rather than the transmission 
of structure. Yet evidence for the communication of structural fe-a
tures is broader than this. The studies growing from the Yiddish Atlas, 
for example, are turning up such interesting examples as the traosrnis-

u One can observe the expansion of mergers in a great many areas of the 
United StatC'S on the basis of the Linguistic Atlas records completed a genera
tion ago. The merger o( the lo,.:-bad: vowels in hod and hawk, Don and 
Jawn is expanding beyond the core areas of Eastern New England and West· 
ern Pennsylvania. Systematic observations of the same merger in the Western 
United States indicate rapid expansion and solidification , The merger of Iii 
and le/ before nasals is expanding outside of tl1e South, and has been observed 
as far north a.s Gary, Indiana. Many di~tinctions before r ue beiog lost in 
areas where tbcy were quite firm a generation ago: /or- Jr/ in hoaru vs. 
horu, por}; v,, sr"'m• iJ one of the most striking C'X.tmples. in the South os 
well as the North The distinction of /hw - w/ in uJhfrh vs. w1Jch, 1Jihdfr n 
u alt Jisplays a cornparabh.• instability, despite the fact that it i!. supported by 
spelling. The c11ief exception to tbis tendency is the advance of r-pronunciation 
into previously ,.Jess :arc:u. restoring in some regions the distinction between 
got1 :anJ vuuJ, Id/JU and 1011ra. The advance of this prestige pattern, ~up• 
ported by man media, 1s di~cus~d belov.• (§3.3) . Note thrit in tl1e great ma· 
jority of r ·lcss arCllS, most of these cfutmctions li:ave been maintained by vowel 
quality. 
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lion of a reoriented gender system from Northeastern to Central Ytd· 
dish (Herzog 1965:101- 118) . While the over-all advance of the 
Noltheastttn pattern manifests the loss of the neuter ategory, we abo 
observe the importation of a new "intermediate" ate8Qry which is the 
rault of the borrowing of abstract concord relations rather than clim:t 
borrowing of lexical items. Moreover, this transition area shows the 
mmmunication of a new constraint upon gender assignment involving 
the mas.1·noun:count·noun opposition which did not exist in the bor· 
aowingdialect (p.103). 

We do not mean to deny that a synchronic structural dialcctology is 
ponible: as an analytic exercise there is nothing wrong with it; but as 
the facb a>me in, such a mechanical extension of structuralism is be
coming increasingly unilluminating as an account of the way lan
guages develop. 

We arc not claiming, of course, that all innovations are equally 
mmmuniable; if they were, there would be no intersecting isoglosscs 
Uld no enduring dialect differentiation. We are merely denying that 
the syncluonic structure of language fumishes us with the principal 
crileda Tor differential communicability. 

Tlie network of isoglosscs which proettds from a study of dialect 
aeosraphy often represents the synchronic equivalent of the transition 
pmbltm-that is, the route by which a linguistic change is proceeding 
ID mmpletion. An understanding of the relation of these isoglosses to 
llDjiii&celiinge frequently dq>ends upon a solution to the ,,,,/,,Jllipg 
prablem-that is, their relation to the linguistic systtms and histories 
of the speech communities involved. It is more probable that a given 
ilo)loss ttpiSents a linguistic change in progress if its location an· 
not be accounted for by the linguhtic or historical context. We an 
distinguish four types of isoglosses in terms of such "accountability.'' 

( 1 ) The isogloss or bundle of isoglosses coincides with a social or 
political (or geographic) boundary, representing the limits of the 
pdem of communication which led to the diffusion of the Jio8uistic 
flltwe. The major discontinuities in the Yiddish of Northern Poland 
show several such boundaries (Herzog 1965:246-252). The isogloss 
bundle separating North C,entral from C.COtral Yiddish coincides with 
a number of well-known political boundaries of the sixteft•th cm· 
buy. The linguistic boundary between Nortbeastrm and North c.mtnl 
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Yidclish coincides with a social discontinuity whid1 1s less obvious; the 
line along which Lithuanian Jewish settlers from the North met Pol· 
ish Jewish settlers from the South and Center when this area was 
opened to Jewish settlemettt in the sixteenth century. This bundle of 
isoglosscs is also a major division in the area of nonverbal culture. 

( 2) The location of the isogloss is accounted for by its systematic 
relation to other isoglosses which bundle with it. The dearest cases are 
th~ of linguistic i11com pa11bility: where the advancing change rep· 
resents a feature that cannot be simply added or subtracted from the 
system of the neighboring clialcct encountered across the isogloss 
bundle. We ubRi Ye sudt an example in the spread of a monophthongi· 
i.ation of ai from Central Yiddish into the southern Ukraine, so that 
hailll 'today' became ha:111, and majlexJ ' little mouth' became 111ct:lexl 
The diffusion of this changing feature ended abruptly at just that 
point where the distinction of length was lost in the Northern Ukraine 
If the monophthongization had continued, the moaophthong would 
have coincided with short a in that region, so that haul would have 
represented both •today' and 'hand,' and mal~x/ would have represented 
both 'little mouth' and 'little angel' (Herzog 1968: Fig. 7) .•2 

( 3) The location of the isogloss is not accountable br any linguistic 
or social factors, but the direction of movement is predictable on Jin· 
guistic grounds. Figure 1 shows an example of two such "free" iso· 
glosses: on the one hand, the merger of i and u moving from southwest 
to northeast, and on the other, the merger of i: and i, 11: and /1 moving 
from northeast to southwest. A general constraint upon linguistic 
change discussed above, that mergers expand at the expense of dis· 
tioctions, leads us to posit the directions of the changes from the 
synchronic facts alone. lt has of course been observed that the direc· 
tion of movement OUl be predicted in many cas~ from geographic and 
configurational factors of dialect maps. 

( 4) The location of the isogloss is not accountable by either lin · 
guistic or social factors, and the direction of mo"cmeat is not pre· 
dictable. Many individual lexical isoglosscs have this character. It may 

42 Lcmgth was subsequently lost in the Southern lJJ.:raioc.- as well Conse
quently, 4( <-1·<111) dt>CS occur in hant 'today' and malt>.:/ 'little mouth' How· 
ever, original short a has ITU)VN to short o, :ind 'hand' is hon1, and 'little angel' 
is molnl. 
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prove true that in .111 the-;e ca_-.e., we arc dealing with items carried by 

mobile individual spc-.i.kcrs along lines of trade and tr,1n~it, r.ither than 

.l :,tcady ditfu~ion of the linguistic f l'aturc from one neighboring speech 
community to another by more f rcqucnt and predictable patterns of 
communication. 

The problem of accounting for the scographical transition of dia
lects across l territory thu) appe.m to he symmetric,11 with the problem 
of accountin,f', for the tr.insition of dialt·cts through time in one com· 
munity. In each case. there is .1 cont.1ct hetwccn ~peikcrs with dif· 
f ercnt sy)tems. If we are to solve the mrtcrious paradoxes of change 
outlined abo,·c, it \\ill be necessary to analyze the processes which oc· 
cur in such cont.ict situations in terms of how a speaker can under
~tand and accept as his own the structur.il elements in the speech of 
others. 

3.2. l.ANGUAG1:s AND DIALECTS IN CONTACT 

A dose study of the transition problem inC'\·itably leads us to con
sider the transf crcnce of a linguistic form or rule from one person to 
another-more specifically, from one lin&'Uistic system to another. The 
simplest mechani~m was that proposed h}' Paul in which the trans· 
fcrcnce takes pl.lee hetween two isol:t.tcd, homogencouo; idiolects. For 

Paul. ''languase mixture" (includio~ di.ilect mixture: p. 402) arises 
when two individuals, each br definition "peaking Iii-. own idiolect, 
communicate with each other. \\'hen thi~ happen,, .. the speaker in
fluences the language· relevant imaginations ( Vorst,l/1111grm.11re11) of 
the hearer" ( p. :190). There thu~ t.tkes place either intercourse of 
nonidentical idiolcctc;, or modifk.1tion of idiolects by mutu.tl influence. 

No matter how we consider thi.; model of language ch.loge, it ~eems 
unworkable: it nc.-ithcr matche;; cmpiricnl obserntions nor Joe, it pro· 
\'idc a rea.,onablc model to sati fy our nati"e intuitions. TI1e problem 
1s seen at its clearest in the rapid transf erencc duirncteristic of pre
adol~cent verbal culh1 re. In the Bn~ton area, children claim a shue of 
C'Jkt" or candy Crurn their fnc:nds hr '>:tying .. Allie.;,'" .. Cokes," or 
"Checks." If a child from Provid,·ml' <lr New York City :-houlJ move 
into the Bo\ton area, .1nd attempt to cl.lim a share by u'in.~ .10 alien 
claiming term, we would reasonahlr expect his attempt to be rejected. 
Yct by one means or another, the d.iiming tcnn "Thumb.~ up"' "preau 
to Ro,ton and other Northern cities in the late 195o's, and di~placcd 
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the local terms. The direct influence of one speaker on another in the 
process of communiC'lltion is dearly counter to the apparent sdf
intercst of the recipient. 

Jn Paul's account, command of two idiolects is considered only for 
historici.l purposes (as an explanation of the influence of one idiolect 
on another). No synchronic properties of bi-idiolectalism as such
neither ana1)1iC nor psychological nor social-ace proposed for imesti· 
gation. Thus Paul's theory allows shifts to other idiolects as wcll tS 

interidiolectal i11flumus, but not switching between idiolccts.n Jf "e 
abmdon the indi\•idual homogeneous idiolect as a model of language 
we can suggest a more intelligible mechanism of transfer. It seems co· 
sonable that the tramf er takes place when Speaker ti leams the form or 
rule used by Speaker B, and that the rule then coexists in A's lingui~tic 
competence along with his previous form or rule. Ch:i.nge then t1kcs 
place 1t1i1hi11 the complex linguistic repertoire of A: one type is the 
gradual disfavoring of the original form at the expense of the new ooe, 
so that it mo\'es to the status of "archaic" or "obsolete." 

Bloomfield's treatment of Dutch sound changes showed a clear nd· 
\•ance 01'Cr Paul in this respect: 

Every speal-cr is constantly adapting his speech habits to those of his inter· 
locutorJ; he gives up fonns he has been using, adopts new ones, and perhaps 
oftenest of aJI, changes the frequency of speech forms without entirely 
abandoning old ones or accepting a.ny that are really new to him. (1933: 
327-328) 

The fact that Bloorn1icld was willing to entertain the possibility of a 
more complex model of transference indicates a general recognition of 
the importance of stylistic alternations in linguistic beha,-ior. Studies of 
linguistic change in progress regularly uncover this type of altern~tion 
(Kokeritt 1953:194 ff; Labov 1963: Reichstcin 1960) . Every d1alat 
atlas provides many examples of the archaic/ innovating opPo~1tion 
within the competence of individual speakers. But we can also paint to 
.a distinctly different mechanism of change which can occur simult.in· 
cously with this one. \Xlhcn Speaker A first learns a rule, q, from ~· 
it is not to be expected that he will JeJrn it perfectly. rnllucnccd by his 

41 In the study of language contact. too, one distinguishes bcrwttn bacJ.:.and· 
forth switching and once·and·for·all shifting; cf. Wc:inrcich 19H: 68-69 
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own system, P, and without the full range of B's experience which 
supports B's system, Q, A acquirl"S a rule, <(, of a somewhat different 
sort-a phonological rule with feature~ altered, a lexirnl rule with 
different privileges of distribution, or a grammatical rule with some 
.special conditions lo)t. Thus, in this initial transference, a second type 
of change has already taken place. But the more profound and sy!>· 
tematic change is to be expected after A hlS acquired B's rule. Within 
the single repertoire available to A (containing pin P and q') we can 
anticipate an accommodation of p and q'-normally, an assimilation 
of q' to the features characteri~tic of p so that e\'entuaJ insertion of a 
modified q" into the system P is possible. This proces~ has been noted 
many times in the phonological adjustment of loan words. When 
TraJ1111r1 wa.s borrowed from German, the U\ular r automatically be· 
cune an American voiceless :ipical; but in the ensuing period of ad· 
justmcnt we can observe the /aw/ shifting to /'J/ in conformity with 
the general rule which r~tricts / aw/ before labial consonants. YiJdhh 
1tik 'piece, antic' was borrowed into New York City cnglish in ap· 
proximately the same phonetic form; but in the Negro community, 
where~ does not occur in initial clusters," the form shifts to (stik}, 
homonymous with slirk. with a number of semantic consequences. 

When a traditional Negro ~reaker from the South mibr,1tes to the 
North he acquires the general term <ommo,, Jeme which i~ only a 
partial match for his native term molher·u·it or mo1her·uri1h.0 The 
two coexist as archaic mothu-u1i1 versus innovating <0111111011 sm11, 

but as the alternation between the two is resolved in fa, or of <ommon 
ume, the modifier mother· shifts from its original meaning 'native, 
original' to the general 'female parent.' Thus some young Negro 

0 Thus Sthntidu arrears a~ (snatd~l. 1hm11cJ: as [~nuk], and shnool:. as 
[snuL:J. 

4 The te-rm mo1hr1·u 11 is archaic or learned in the speech of whites, but is 
a matter of c-vcryJay use for Southern Nebro speakers . .Although It is cquiva· 
lent to to11.mot1 stmt in rcpresmting everyday, practical \\isJom not learned 
from hooks, 1t differs 1n its firmer conncct11111 with the concept of n:u1ve, innate 
intc:lli~cnce; most white ~peakers do hclicvc th.II one .:an :H<Jl1irC' more ~ommon 
1ense u one sets older. One of the rc11111rk11hle faces .:ihuut thC' motlur·ti'll -
rommot1 11nft opposition is that "h1tcs are uniforml)· ii;norant of the Negro 
use of mothtr·U 11, and Negroes arc uniformly ignorant that whites do not use 
the term. (Dou proceed from semantic inv~tigations a(soc1a1ed with l11bov 
1963 and 1966. ) 
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speakers, asked if men can have mother-wit, look puzzled and answer 
'No." 

The study of languages in contact confirms the notion that st,tblc 
long-tenn coexisten~ is largely an illusion, perhaps promoted b>• the 
existence of a relatively stable (or even dissimibting) lexicon anJ 
morphophoncmio. Gurnperz' investigation of the long·standing inti· 
matt contact of Marathi and Kannada in Kupwar ( 1967) shows the 
most ndaal ad1ustment of semantics, phrase structure, tramfonna· 
tional component, and phonetics of the two systems. On the other 
hand, the voabulary and grammatical morphemes are so patently dif· 
fermtiated that there can never be any doubt in n gi\'en sentence 
whether Marathi or Kannada is being spoken. Languages which arc 
obviously different in surface structure have in fact become so simil,1r 
that mechanical translation appears to be quite feasible through a 
simple dictioruiry look·up procedure. 

Gumpcrz' findings were the products of a close study of bilingtul· 
ism within its social context; his approach to the development of 
Marathi was a study not only of the transition problem, but also of th~ 
embedding problem. The objects which Gumpcrz analyzed were not 
the standard Marathi and Kannada described in textbooks but the co· 
existent systems which were in use within a specific social context. P.ut 
of the solution to the embeddjng problem for a particular hnguage 
change is of course the study of its structural interrelations with tht' 
linguistic elements that surround it; but the solutions to these problems 
have often been artificial and unsatisfactory, since they comp:ireti 
structures which were not in actual contact in anr real ~ocial situation. 
In principle, there is no difference benveen the problems of tram· 
fettnce between two closely related dialects and between two distantly 
mated languages. 

In examining the linguistic changes which take place within the 

/

speech of bilingual or bidialectal individuals, we may look to purelv 
structural factors; but the isolation of structure has failed signall}. to 
solve the problem of specifying bilingual interference. As \X/einrc1ch 
noted: 

Of course, the linguist is entitled to abstract language from considerations 
of a psydiologial or sociological nature. As a matter of fact, he SI IOULD 
pose purely linguistic problems about bilingualism ... But the extent, J1· 
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rcchon and nature of interference of one langu.ige with 2.nOther can be 
expl.iincJ even more thoroughly in term5 of lhe speech beh1v1or of b1lan
gwl ind1V1duals, which an turn is conditioned by social rel.ltwns an the 
community in which they live. (19~3:4) 

We can now turn to the more specific examination of the contact sit· 
uation and the systematic nature of the style alternation which is 
posited here. 

3.2 1. COEXISTENT SYSTEMS 

It w.is :mggested above th.it we find a cutam amount of ,onuct be· 
tween any two reg1onal <l1.ilects : some spe:akers who control both dia· 
lects act1\•ely, and a larger number who have pa:.:,1ve knowkJgc of the 
neighboring dialect but active command of only ooe. We .ibo Jin<l in 
most :,pecd1 communit1cs distinct forms of the same bngu.1ge which 
coexist in roughl}' the .same proportion an all of the geographic sub· 
regions of the communHy. This 1s the cue not onlr m urba.n arc-as ~uch 
as New York City, London, or Paris, but also in rural communities 
such as Hemnes, Norwar, or .M:irtha's Vineyard, .Massachusetb. These 
coexisting forms m1y be known as " tylc)' ' but a.Jso .ts " t11nd1rd-1," 
"slang," "jargons,·· 'old talk," "cultural level) or "function.ii varie

ties." In terms of the mo<ld of a differentiated language: w)tcm that we 
a re developing, such form) 1ohJrc.. the. followmg propertKs. 

( 1) They offer altern1tive mun-. of saying "the s:une thing": th:it 
is, for each utterance m A then.: is a corresponding utter.rnce in B 
wh1d1 providc:s the same rdcrcnt1al an formation ( 1s s} non} mou~) and 
cannot be differentiated except 1n k'rms of tht ovt:r lit s1goilicance 
which marks the use of Bas ag.unst A. 

( 2) They are jointly av.iibblc to all (adult) member, of the specc..h 
communitr. Some speaker) ma} be unable to produce uttcr.inccs in A 
anci 8 with equ.il competence hc.:c.1usc of some rt:striction in their per· 
sonal knowledge, pnctiu;s, or pri\ 1lcges appropriate.. to their .;oc.ial 
status, but :ill speakers gene.. rail) have: the abilitr to 1nterprcl uttcr,1nl<.'S 
in A and 8 and undc:rstand the: -.1gn1hc.lncc of the choal.<.: of A or B by 
some other spc.tker. 
Throu~hout the J 920's .ind 1930·~. one cm tr.ice 1 general tcnd\;ncy 

for linguist-; in both Europe .tnd America to dr-aw .1,uy from the 

simple p\ychologic.11 unity of the idiolect it' pos1teJ b} P.rnl. Mathes· 
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·us and bis~ in Prague used a multibyer :appro.1.Ch to char· 
acteriJe !D!S'"" ~ in the same community. Jakobson ( 1931) 
dedamf ~switching to be a pennanent fact which does not com· 
promite the systematicity of each style as an object of linguistic de· 
ICliptioo. In the United States we have seen that Bloomfield envisaged 
the coer:istence of archaic and innovating forms in the same speaker. 
Pwtbeanole, Bloomfield was fully capable of correcting his own 
a.diet view that the complexities of "good" and "b1d" speech styles 
ue utifacts of liknte cultures; when confronted with the Menomini 
sitmtioo, be recognized that hierarchically organized styles are the 
product of geoenJ social processes (1927). Confronted with this 
gzowiDg awarmess of the heterogeneity of the language: used by each 
indmdual, Bloch proceeded to develop a notion of the idiolect which 
iep.reseated only one of the passible systems within individual com· 
petaacc ( 1948:7). 

Today it may seem naive for Bloch to have imagined that he could 
noid facing the facts of heterogeneity by limiting the idiolect to one 
speaker and one listener. If Bloch's idiolects were indeed to achieve 
homogeneity, then topic, situation, and even time would hne to be 
rigidly cootroUed (Ervin· Tripp 1964; Labov 1966: 90). As the aware· 
ness of the complexity of linguistic behavior grew, the domain of the 
idiolect shrank-eventually to the vanishing point. 

Not every American linguist was devoted to the separation of the 
homogeneous linguistic objects from the heterogeneous life situations 
in which they were located. Some were not averse to discovering 111i1hi11 
the idjglea a .mu.ltiplicity of Ja1ers. Fries and 'Pike, in their article 
"Coexistmt Phonemic Systems" ( 1949) , raised the possibility that 
systrmaticity and variability were not mutually exclusive. Although 
the writers ttStricted themselves to phonology, eYCl)1hing they said 
about~ systems could have been extended, mulatir m1111mdiJ, 
to the rest of language. Fries and Pike's paper did not deal with a 
rally substantial example of competing subsystems; the Arabic ele· 
ments in Swahili discussed by Harris ( 1951), for example, have much 
more internal coherence than the few Spanish elements labeled by 
Fries 211d Pike. But their paper marks a real advwce because they did 
more than set these elements aside as extraneous: they saw that there 
couJd be a rich variety of systematic relations v.•ithin such complex 
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mixed sptems. Nor was their innovation purely synchconistic: the im· 
plications for history were quite clear to the authors, even though they 
v.•ere 01utious to state them as mere "assumptions": 

In the process of change {com one phonemic system to a different phonemic 
$ystem of the sune langu1g1. there ml} be a t ime dunnh which parts of the 
two systems exist simultaneomly and in conflict within the speech of single 
individuals .•.. It is impossible to give a purely synchronic description of 
a complex mixed system, .at one paint of time, which shows the pntinent 
facts of that system; direction of change is a pertinent characteristic of the 
S)Slcm :.and must also be known if one wishes to ha\'e a complete dC'$Ctip· 
tion o( tJ1e Jansu1ge as it is structur.ally constituted, (pp. 41-42) 

Strange as it m.ty seem, however, Fries and Pike's significant departure 
\Vas hardly utilized in concrete hhtorical work. True, their scheme did 
become a keystone for the study of bilingualism-specifically for 
"dialinguistic'' descriptions serving as a kind of speciticition of the 
competence of bilinguJ.l speakers (e.g., Haugen 1954, 19.H; Wein· 
rcich 19.53, 195 7b). However, 1.."Ven though contact theory was per· 
fcrtly apable in principle of h.tndling piirs of chronologically 
"marked" dialects as well as the cont1ct betv:een more dissimilar sp· 
tc:ms (\V'einreich 1953:2, 94-95), it does not seem in fact to hi\'e 
occurred to anyone that the th<:'OI')' could serve as a social))' rrolistic 
b.lsis for the investigation of lanruage chJ.nge.•0 Nor was there any 
ru~h to test Jakobson's view that style switching was a permanent fea· 
ture of langyage ag3..1.nst the few tx1stmg 5tudies of sound change in 
process ( Gauc.hat 1905; Hermann 1929). 

The mo~t detailed :md reliable descriptions of such cocxi,ting forms 
have been provided by schol.lfs working in the Near East and South 
Asia. A rich body of qualitative, dC<tcriptive data on social and ~tyli~tic 
levels was developed by Ferguson, Gumperz, Bright, McCormick, 
Kellci', Ramanujan, Levine, and others, and Ferguson and Gumpcrz 
succeeded in assembling this malcri.ll into a coherent set of principles 
which have been supported by further studies (Ferguson and Gum· 
pen 1960; see especially the " Introduction"). Bright 10d Ro.m.1t1ujan 
( 1964) were the first to develop a specific hypothesis on JifkrC'Oti;1l 
directions of language change b.iseJ on ,1 multihyer moJcl of socio-

0 An outstanding ~ccption 1s a paper by Pulgram ( 1961 ). 
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linguistic structure. Gurnperz v.·ent considerably beyond simple de· 
scription in his study of Hemnesbcrget: here, for the first time, we 
have controlled data on natural group:> within the communit}' which 
demonstrate conclusively the mechanism of switching between ~trata 
which arc functionally available to all members of the community 
( 1964). Friedrich (1966) has now provided the most detailed ex· 
pliation of parallel change in complex ~ocial and linguistic systems. 
Tbcsc empirical studies have confirmed the model of an orderly hctero· 
pcous system in whid1 the choice between linguistic altern;i.nts 
cuncs out socW and stylistic functions, a .s}'Stcm which dunges with 
accompanyiogdmnges in social structure. 

In order to assure the sharpness of our oricnt.ition, let us note th:it 
history is not the only direction in which the cocxi>tent-system ap· 
proach to language can be bent; the motivating interest for its develop· 
mcnt actually lay elsewhere. Mathcsius, whose views on the inherent 
vambility of the component subsystemc; are considered below, pro· 
vided a synchronic distinction between portions of a "ocabulary ha,·ing 
different historical origins ( 1934 )-an application which coincided 
with Fries and Pike's stimulus. The multilayer conception can also be 
used for purely anal}tic purposes to rcpre,.ent a lanpiage as a "dia
system" composed of member dialects (\'(fcinrcich 1954) For the 
theory to be of signific.ince to historical linguistics, oa the other hand, 
we have specified that the layers which it encompasses, whtle func· 
tionaJly distinct, be nevertheless functionally available to a group of 
speakers. 

We insist on f111u'lio11al diI1itu111ess for two rca...,ons. First, the layers 
must be in competition, not in complemmtarity. The coexistent pho
nological subsystems discovered in English, Mazateco, or Czech ,.er 
cabulary arc complementary-there is not, as a rule, a choice of ren· 
dering the same word in either system. They do not, conscqucntlr. 
constitute the la}ets in which the observer of change i~ interestcd.H 
Secondly, it is necessary to provide a rigorous description of the conJi· 
tions which govern the alternation of th<: two :.ystcms. Rules of this 

' ThlS u n t to deny th:at occa~1on:al "'spot" compct1tions :irisc bct"ccn 
mcmbcr:s of rnmplemcntary ~Jstcms, for txamplc, dt/rmlabl~ Jr/m11h/f, 

" t11rht-mli1111 hr \\i hen they do, corrc~ponding dynamic consequence~ mllY 
be dra\\n 
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50rt must include extralinguistic factors as governing environments 
( Geertz 1960; Martin 196·1) .since the parallel sub)rstems nJl satisfy 
the linguistic conditions. The rules themselves, exclusive of their ex
ternal environmental elements, must provide a li11g11ir1ir de~cription of 
the relations governing units matched across layers. If the coexisting 
subsystems have internal consbtency, -as discussed, for example, br 
Gumperz (1964 :140, with further references), then a set of rules 
will share the same over-all external environments ... 

\X'e v.·ish aJso to insist on the availability of the b.yers to a real group 
of speakers. Any pair of dialects can be brought under the heading of 
a single "diasystem"; the operation may be carried out even on areally 
noncontiguous dialects, and may serve a usefuJ purpose in reconstruc
tion. But it is only when a pair of dialects are jointly available to a 
group that switches back :in<l forth hetween them-even if some 
members of the group only hear one of the styles and never spe.1k it
that the multilayer formulation is relc,·ant to an undersunding of 
language change.•• In urban wcieties, we find typically that the many 

" In h[, analysis of a historically <1abili2td type of bidislectalism (" Jiglos
sia") Ferguson ( t 9S9) made 11 start to"·arJ the linguistic characteriution of 
vuiables He thus " 'ent further than was to go Gumperz (1964), "''ho 
also contributes omemcly \ aluablc data but- rerhaps out of a hesitation to 
compromise the structural rigor of linguistiC$ by extending it to multilayer ob
jects postulates a "verbal rcpertrnre" whose structure "differ~ from ordinary 
[one-layered) descriptive .er.1mmarf' (p. 137) . The differences bctwcc:n the 
two dialect5 of Hindi and Norwegian are sampled bv Gum~rz through loose 
lists, without an attempt to sho"" by some kinJ of "diasystemic" formulas the 
presence of familiar rel3t ions, ~ud1 a5 t"'·o·to-one phoneme correspondences or 
cue syncretisms acro<s the la}ers. Note, huwe\Cc, that in more recent work on 
the Marathi- Kannada situation in Kup'l\ar ( 1967). Gumpcrz has explored 
the systematic relations of the two S)•stcnu much more deeply, and his concept 
of 11 single linguistic repertoire hu taken on greater solidity. For further uttCU~· 
tion of the Jiglorria rnncept. see F ishman ( 1967): note that t here arc d1gloma 
situations where the layers are r101 1ointly •n·11ibhlc. 

·~ For 11 comparable distinction hctwC<"n bilingual societies (without ne<cs· 
sary presence of bilingual individuals) and bilingual 11other·tongue groups 
(with hi lingual individuals prc~ent by definition), sec W c1nreich ( 19~ 3 :88-89) · 
In his Preface to thJt hook, Martinet laiJ down a hlueprint for a thc•>ri:lical 
uniticatiun o( tl1ree topics of study: language contact, di.ilectulogy. and ~t)le 
ihifting. Unfortunately thi~ un1fifation rcmaineJ unimplemented all h_'IO long. 
Moulton ( 1962) has 1udmously criticized the idea of d1aS)Stemic trumulas on 
the grounds that they v.ould in psncticc he unman:a~bly complex Ho"e'er, 
under the socially realistic rec1uirement of 1oint availab11it} of layers, as set 
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stnta tn lftilable to the population as a whole, at least in the passive 
sense: their mnpetence includes the ability to decipher altern.ite \'er· 
sioas of the code. 

The multilayer conception of language, initiated by Mathesius and 
'Juobsoo in P11gue, deoveloped by Fries and Pike in America, and cur
rently applied more systematically to sociolinguistic studies b)' Gwn
perz. has opened new horimns for the theory of language change. It 
ieplaced the concept of dialect borrowing-in principle a momentary 
and ICX'idenbl event-with the concept of style switching-in prin· 
tjplc a duntivc md m:unmt phenomenon. It thus made unnecessary 
ihe iboltive seaach (envisaged, e.g., by Paul and Bloomfield) after 
paie dialects undergoing change without interference. In short, it jus· 
ti6cd the study of language chan~ in t1iflo and made it unnecessary to 
rely on the past, which-no matter how richly recorded and ingen· 
iously studied'°--an never replace the present as a laboratory for the 
lingailt. 

Tb,S•bj.""1' Evdl•lltion of Code-Swit<hing. The great majority of 
the imesligations of heterogeneous speech communities have been 
studies of linguistic behavior: the authors have aimed at separating 
the various levels a.nd detennining the conditions for the speakers' 
choice or alternation among them. Some predictions of the course of 
language change in multilingual communities have relied entirely upon 
a second source of data-demographic factors (Deutsch 1953 )-but 
most discussions introduce a third source-social attitudes toward lan
guage (Kdley 1966; Rona 1966). A series of ~ystematic investigation.~ 
of such attitudes have been carried out with considerable ingenuity by 
Lambert and his colleagues (1960, 1967) with extremely regular re-

forth here. we would ordinarily be dealing with no more than two or three 
layers at a time; tn such a case the complexity of the description would be lc:ss 
likely to get out of hand. It should be added that multilayer statements c3tl ~ 
couched in any descriptive format; for a generative approach to a syntlct1c 
mult1l1yer phcoomenon. see Klima ( 1961) . 

00 Among the works which we have most adm1rt-d arc Kokcritz ( 19H) for 
EnBlish and F6nagy ( 19)6) for French These hrilliant studic~ are base.I on a 
conscious 1CC08fUtion that the well-documented, $0Ci31ly conditioned ftuctu•· 
hOnS whach they trace belong to the central mechanisms of lan~age change, 
not to some ~imal procns of .. dialect mixture • Compared to these anslY:sn. 
the xhematlCUD'I of the Ncogrammarians and of some modern structuraluts, 
gmcrative or othcrwqc, as surprisingly antihistorical. 
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)ults: the subjective correbtes of language alternation :i.ppetr to be 
mort: un·form than behavior itself. 

L.tmbert's basic technique employs "matched guist'!;''-the same 
speaker 1s heard at different times speaking French and English, or 
Hebrew and Arabic, or English with and without a Jewhh accent-and 
the :.uhjccts flte the~c voice) for a series of personality traits, without 
being aware that they are rating the same person twice.61 There can be 
no doubt that deep-seated l'Cts of social attitudes are powerful factors 
in determining the course of language history in multilingual com· 
munities; the case of India (Kelley 1966; Weinreich 1957b) is ~uffi· 
cient witness. Jn a further seriec; of investigations, Lambert found that 
English-Canadian students who particip.ite in the ~et of negati\'e atti· 
tudes toward French speaker., have much greater difficulty in learning 
French than students in the United Stat~ {1967 : 101-102). 

Thus the study of the et•.i/11a1io11 problem in linguistic change is an 
essential aspect of research leadini; to an explanation of change. Jt is 
not ditlicult to see how per\onality features unconsciously attrihuted to 
speakers of a given sub)ystem would detennine the social significance 
of alkrnation to that sub~ystem :tnd so its de\'elopment or obsolescence 
ns a whole. But the effect of social v.tlues on the internal development 
of a linguistic sy:1tem is a more difficult matter, which we will conc;ider 
in the following section 

3.3. VARIABILITY WITHIN THE SYSTEM 

The heterogeneous character of the linguistic srtems disrusscJ ~o 
far is the product of combinations, alternations, or mos.1ics of di~tinct, 
jointly nva.ilable subsrstems. Each of the)e subsptems is conceived as a 
coherent, integral body of nile!> of the categorial, Ncogr.unm.uian 
type: the only additional thc-oretical appar.itus nct:ded i) a set of rules 
!ltating the condition~ for .1lternation. While these rules may be quite 
complex (Gccrtz 1960, Mart in 1964), they do not interfere with the 
isol:ition of one or the other subs} ~tc:m-a procedure which is typical 

"TI1us the basic data consist of the rlifftrtnrts bcn\'C'Ctl pcmmality ~ntings 
given to !ht' snme rcr,on Ill tY.O d11Tcrcnt i;uC.cs (i c. Frcnch·SJlC3kmg \5 

Hnglish·spcakmg). These rcact111ns arc t~us cval~2tion\ '!f t!1~ use 0.f a ~·~
guagc or dialect as a whole For suh1cctivc reactions to mdmJual lmgu1suc 
variablc:s, sec below. 
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Of the traditional approach to nonstandard dralccts. It bas been as
sumed that the linguist can abstract one level or subsystem of such a 
complex without losing any information necessary fo r linguistic 
analysis, and many studies which isolate one of several such jointly 
available systems were carried out under the further assumption that 
the only possible basis for description is a homogeneous, invariant sys
tan.. Thus we find that Sivertsen. in her excellent stud)' of Cockney 
English (1960), abstracted from the actual data to provide a homo
gmeous ICCOWlt of a Cockney independent of any alternations with co
CXJSting systems. Bailey did the same in her penetrating account of 
Jamaian Creole Syntax ( 1966). In both cases it was assumed that the 
~elements in the data were the products of dialect mixture
irregular insertions of the standard language with which speakers were 
in contact. The consistent system of Cockney or Creole was identified 
u the set of. variants which were morl diff ereuJ from the standard 
''aptge. 

Although .isolating studies of this sort may provide valuable st.uting 
points for linguistic analysis, in our opinion th<!)' offer no rational .basis 
for the CXE_lanatjQQ of liDgUistic change. Such abst ractions are no doubt 
mote '""sistml than the actual data, and thus more amenable to the 
writing of rules without exceptions. On the other hand, if one at· 
tempted to describe how a speaker of Cockney or Jamaican English 
actua.lly used the language, there would be many puzzling and un· 
interpretable inconsistencies in the data. Such inconsistencies would be 
interpretable within a more adequate model of a differentiated Ian· 
guagc applied to the-entire speech cnmmunity, which includes \'ariable-
elemmts within the SJ$tem itself. 

3.31. LINGUISTICVAIUABLES WITHIN THE SYSTEM 

11iett is no doubt that the differentiated model of a speech com
munity presented so far is not entirely adequate to .1ccount for the 
complexity of observed structure. It is true that in many c.1ses we find 
regular code-switching between two integrated structure<;, as in switch· 
ing from Canadian French to English. Such switching implies strict 
'O-«t11"m" between the linguistic elements and rules concerned. A 
trHl1 m .SJSl#m is conceived as a complex of interrelated rules or Clte· 
gorics which cannot be mixed randomly with the rules or 01.tcgories of 
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another code or system. So, for example, one would normally say in 
Ji!.tnaican Creole im tired a tirtJ or in standard English he'J tiretl, that'J 
all, but not he'; ti,-etl a tired. 

Strict co-occurrence is often claimed for the rules of a dialect, but 
proof is 5eJdom pro\'ided. A minimum requirement would be for the 
analy:;t to state that over a sufficiently Ltrge population of sentences A 
and A' were associated in the same 5entence, and Band B', but that no 
instances of .A and B' or A' and B were found: how«."\'er, this type of 
statement is seldom supplied. 

Since it often happens that the detail s of the alternating situation do 
not support such a cllim, the ~na.ly:.t b forced to maintain that the 
spe:tkc:r:; can switch codes in the middle of a sentence, a clause, or a 
phrase, not once but several times. For example, it is cl1imed that in 
the 5pecch of young Negro children in Northern cities, the copula does 
not uppe.ir in the present tense, as in Y 011a1UJi11e.'~2 Y ct for all :;peak· 
ers in this communitr the copula i1 will appear frequent!) m his por· 
tion. It is not uncommon to find in the most excited peer-sroup 
interaction, utterances such as Make belier·e this iJ a team and 1his a 
leam.' To claim that this and hundreds of other such examples .ue in
stances of code-switching would be an artifact of the theory and h.udly 
an inescnpable conclusion demanded br the data. 

To account for such intimate variJ.tion, it is oecess.tr}' to introduce 
another concept into the mode of orderly heterogeneity which we are 
developing here: the Jing11iJ1ir 1•ari.1b/t-a \'ariable element "'ithin the 
sr tml controlled or a sinsk rule. 

TI1e inherent variability of linguistic phenomena was of consider· 
able interest to members of the Prague Circle. In 19 1 l Mathesius de
murred from Paul's requirement that Ltnguages necessarily be studied 
un(fcr the a'>JX!(;t of their homogeneit}'. Linguists have forSotten, 
M.1thcsiu-; argued, that the homogeneity of language i~ not an "nctu.il 
quality of the examined phenomen.1," but "a consequence of the em· 
ployed method" ( p. 2). In reality language is chuacterizcJ by sy~· 
chronic4• oscill.ition in the speech of individuals. The .system.ittc 
(coded) a~pect of this o,cill.1tion Mathcsius called "potentiality": 

n Compare Stcwut 1966. For an analysis of the syntactic arguments, and 
datn on linguistic variables tn N~gro ~pc«h, sec Uibov and Cohen 1967 • , 

61 \VIC' lollow the transl:ator·cJitor, J. \'achek, in interpreting Mathoius 
"st11tic" u "syndm.mi~." 
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If any dialect were absolutely constant from the phonetic viewpoint, this 
wouJd imply the constwcy of its im"elltory of sounds and of the phonetic 
make-up of each individual word; on the contrary, phonetic potentiality of 
a dialect implies potentiality of the inventory ,md/nr of its distribution in 
words. (p. 2~-24)H 

Mathesius was careful to make clear that the potentiality which he 
discusses is primarily a. J)tJChronic phenomenon. There can, of course, 
also be dynamic (diachronic) oscilbtion, but 

tfte dynmuc [- diachronic] issues on only be sol\'ed after .J. more thorou~h 
reseuch in individual Jmgu.t.ges has firmly esublished which phenomena 
can have been regarded in them, at the given time, as constant and which 
as potential. Only then will one be in a position to ask how long a potcn· 
fial phenomenon a can still ha.ve been regarded as basically the s,1me phe· 
nomenon, only slightly affected by a shift of its potentiality. and when one 
must have already admitted the existence of a new phenomenon {3. replac
ing CL The nettsury investigations will be very difficult, but after they have 
btttl carried out we shall be better informed of the fundamenhls of v.•hlt 
is going on in 11ngu.1se than we have [been] so f .u. ( p. 31) 

Mathesius' examples show a clear recognition of the transition problem 
that we have outlined above; however, they do not show that he had 
succeeded in the integration of his notion of "potentiality" into a sys· 
tematic description of language. These examples show a near-random 
distribution of length or oscillation of grammatical options--vanation 
without direction The emphasis is on the variability of the individual 
nther thw the regularities inherent in such variation. 

Prague School writers have continued in the last two decades to de· 
velop their interest in variability and continuous change \Y/e are pn.r· 
tiruJarly impressed by the papers of Neustupny ( 1961, 1966). 
reformulating the views of V. Skali&a, which present penetrating 
criticisms of the rigid categorial framework normally employed by 
linguists. Neustupny insists on the recognition of the complex char 
a.cter of linguistic categories and the importance: of marginal and 

1' Among M11tl <'~ius' .:antecedents, 11ccorJins 10 his 011m comment, speci~I 
honors go to D3niel Jonc.-s. who had charncterizc<l different (tylcs of English in 
phonetic tc:r ms 
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peripheral elements; he does not fail to underline the import.lllcc of 
these concepts fo r the theory of language change: 

Clo~ed classes do not allow for the transition from one phoneme to an· 
other ... It was not by accident that R. Jakobson . . postulated for phono
logirul change the character of absolute lcJps. HowcHr, the descnbcJ 
method can explain Lhe change by the inner, gudual development within a 
phonological dass or group of clmes. ( 1961 :6) 

The studies of historical change carried out by Vad1ck ( 1964a) luve 
contributed a great deal to our understmding of the role of peripheral 
elements and their lack of ~>·stematic integration, in terms thoroughl)' 
con)istent with Martinet's view:>. But despite our profound theoretical 
~ympathr for the position of the Prague School, it must be conceded 
that they have not presented their vie\vs with a formal prcci)ion ade
quate for the complexity of the linguistic data. Nor have they de
veloped empirical methods for work within the !>p<:cch community 
which would allow them to investigate the processes of continuous 
change in a convincing manner.0 Jt is therefore understandable that 
these writings have not had the imp.let upon the J\mericm scene which 
their theoretical importance would warrant. Certainlr it is not enough 
to point out the existence or importance of variability: it is necessary 
to de:tl with the fact:; of vari.ibility with enough precision to allow us 
to incorporate them into our ;tn.tly~es of linguistic structure. 

A linguistic variable must be defined under strict conditions if it is to 
be a part of a linguistic structure; otherw1-;e, ant would !limplr be 
opening the door wide to rules in which "frequentlr." "occa.,ionally.'' 
or '\ometimes" applf. Quantitative evidence for co1·.1rit11io11 between 
the variable in question and ~ome other linguistic or extra.linguistic 
element provides a necessary condition for admitting such a structural 
unit. Co1·ariatio11 may be oppo)eJ to Jtrict ro·orrurrenu, or co
occurrence may be concciveJ .is the limitin~ case of cov.irbtion. Proof 
of strict co·occurrence relations may in fnct emerge from 11 quantitJtive 
invc,tigation of the type which provide' proof of CO\'Jriation. All rules 

may be considered to be of lht form: 

H Vacl1c:k, for example. relics upon a mbccllsneous rolle-co<'n of phonetic 
observations 1n the litcra1ure to argue that (\\f) (voictless [1\'J) has been and 
is now opposed to (hw} a~ a social and stylistic variabl~ ~ 196-ta .29 '16), :and 
this rroposal forms the b:asi~ of his analy.si~ of thC' linguistic de\ dopmcnts 
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A-+g[B]/X [z] Y 

g(B] = f(C,D,E ... ), 

where Bis one or more features of A, and C, D, and E are linguistic or 
atraliogaistic variables. The expression g(B] is the /ing11ist1C variabl~ 
defined by the rule, usually denoted (B). Thus the variability of r· 
pa>11unc:Mtioa in New York City can be represented: 

(3) /r/-+ g(r] I -{:J 
(4) g[r] = f(Style,CWs,Age).'° 

In ( 3), the category /r/ is rewritten as the variable ( r) in final anJ 
precoasonaabl position, equivalent to the frequency of the constricted 
cxmsoaant [r], a function of style, class, and age level of the speaker. 

The usual ategorial rule has the value of g set at l. \Xlben entire 
IJ*Ub of variables covary together, then the value of the controlling 
fanc:tioa g is identia.1 for each rule which differentiates the systems. 
The ftlue of I may also be idiosyncratic for a particular variable, but 
Rlakd to other Tariables in a more or less regular manner. The hetero· 
geamJS system is then viewed as a set of subsystems which alternate 
aa:ording to one set of aH>CO.UTing rules, while within each of these 
subsystems we may find individual variables which covary but do not 
strictly co-occur. Each of these variables will ultimately be de.fined by 
functions of independent extra.linguistic or internal linguistic variables 
but these functions need not be independent of one another. On the 
c:oatruy, one would normally expect to find intimate covariation 
amoag the linguistic variables. 

Tl# Trd11Sit1on Prohlnn. Any dose study of the transition from one 
liDguistic systan to another will require the determination of the value 
of a linguisticw.riable. It is possible, of course, that a linguistic change 
might ocmr as a discrete step-a simultaneous mutation of grammars 
on the parts of great numbers of speakers, despite the difficulties set 
forth above(§ 2.41). However, the changes which have been .studied 
dosdy (e.g., Gauchat 190'; Hemunn 1929; Reichstcin 1960; Labov 

.. A prn-ious rule develops the /r/ in birJ, wo,l, 1hi,1 in a different <lirec· 
tioo and so 0) does not apply to this class (Labov 1966:3-37-342) . A some· 
what differaat let of formal coonntions for vanablc rules, embodying the same 
general prmciplcs, is pracntcd in Labov, Cohm, Robins, and Le"'·is (1968) : 
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1963, 1966) show continuous transitions in the frequencies and modal 
valu~ of forms. Thus we on write for Gauchat's community of 
Charmcy: 

(5) 
(6) 

e ~ g(r 1] 

g = f(time), 

that is, the variable ( ey) representing the dipbthongization of [ r] is a 
function of time. The independent variable of time 1s often inferred 
only from a study of distribution across age levels; this was indeed the 
case with Gauchat who actually !>howed only that: 

(6') g = f(3ge) 

Herm:rnn's work, a generation later, gave the data needed to move 
from observations of age levels to statements about real time, for the 
diphthong [ e1] did in fact become quite general throughout the popu
lation. In other cases, det,tilcd quantitative studies of distribution 
across ap,e levels have served to <.upplement more fragmentary observa
tions made a generation earlier to provide the necessary anchor point 
and distinguish age-grading from the process of linguistic change. 

If the linguistic variable were a simple distribution across age levels. 
then the process of transfer from one group of speakers to another 
somewhat younger would be a mysterious fad, easier to note th.m to 
expl:lin \'(/e might posit an intricate series of borrowings (Bloomfield 
1933 :403) or argue with Halle that the grammars of younger speakers 
arc reconstructed along simpler lines with consequent mutations in the 
rules (§ 2.41 above). Howe,·cr the c.ises that have been studied most 
carefully show the variable as a function of style as well as age, e\'cn in 
the early stages. We find that uneduc.1ted speakers, who show little 
self-con~ciousness and no correction in formal styl~. will still show a 
:1t)•listic differentiation between archaic and innovating modes. For ex
ample, working-class speakers in New York Gty use slight!)• higher 
vowels in coffee, more, Jori in emphatic and affective expressions, even 
though they do not shift to lower vowels in formal style as middle-class 
speaker.; do (Labov 1966 256). \Ve thu~ obsenre in their speech the 

tht-se .Ital primarily with the t\\ o·valued con~onanral var'.ables of nonstandard 
Negro English with considerable contextual and gr;unmat1cal cond1t1oning, cm· 
heddc:d in a more comprehensive set of si.,tttn phonological ru!~ of fngluh 
The rules given here symbolize the rtlations of multival~C\I ~an ables ~ 11hm ll 

Cartesian vowel space, rel.llinns which are currently beins investrg.ate•I in :in 

in~trumt'1'1tal study of sound change: in progr~s. 
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differft1tiltion of 1DDOYating and archa.ic variants of this variable 

(ob): 
(7) (ob) - f (age, style). 

Thi Bmwdtl;,,t Probl1m. Linguists are naturally suspicious of any 
acmant ol cblDp which fails to show the influence of the structural 
awimammt upon the featwc in question: it is reasonable to assume 
~ tbe fCltwe is embedded in a linguistic matrix which changes wt th 
it. fmthe•n«Jie, we can argue that external factors h:wc less effect 
apa11 a fealuR which is a member of a system in equilibrium than 
apao isol1tcd fcabm:s. Detailed studies of intimate covariation among 
,...,....,. nrilbles JO process of change provide the most persua~iYe 
empirical evidence of such systematic effects, although accounts of 
canpleted changes are not without value in this respect. 

11ms in the New York City vowel system ( Labov 1966: 50 7 ff. ) we 

lad a 'ftriable (ab), representing the degree of backing of the long 
llld ingljding TOWe1 in ft11h,,-, pa, '"'• g11ard, bar. This \ ariable is a 
fmxtioa of mother linguistic variable (oh), mmtioned above. W/e can 
npmmt this mnriatioo by the abbreviated notation : 

{8} (ab) - f(oh). 
1his expn:ssion an be related to a more analytic.al feature notation at 
the point whett the binary set of features in a generative phonology is 
replaced by a sm&ller set of linear dimensions. For reasons outlined 
above ( ~ 2..41), the distinctive feature apparatus must be replaced here 
br a bomogcnc:ous set of dimensions which define locations in phono· 
logical space; howe'Ytt, we cannot outline the quantitative basis for 
such dimensions here and we will therefore retain the binary. The rules 
ptm below apply only to tense vowels generated in an r-less system 
after [r] becomes voaliz.ed and prettdang vowels lengthened, and 
the!dore the features [+tense, +vocalic, -consonantal] are under· 
stood for each segmmt operated on." 

"In order to interpret Rules ( 11) and ( 13), one must unJcrstanc.l the feature 
Carne] as equivalent to the dimension of fronting and backing. and {compact] 
u equivalent to the dimension of height; these two dimensions form a Car· 
tesW1 s ue m wh1Ch the dastance bctwem two pairs of coordinarcs can be 
·lltcrpreted as a straight line The use of the vanable notation is here, naturally. 
mended beyond the binary choia of + or - to 1nd1catc a lmcar series of 
•al.a m the Ame manner as the treatment of st1HS in current scncrativc pho
nology Whether or not the cfuncns100S mdicatcd by the features arc con11nu· 
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Rule ( 9) defines the variable (oh) and ( 1 o) defines (ah) . The 

~y.stematic status of (ah) is est.tblishcd by ( 11 ) , for without this rela· 
tionship, ( 10) would merely state that the gravity of (ah) varies. 

[~~~;Pl _, [• ~!~1 / [+grav~ 
+roundj p roun~ 
where 1 ('. a < 5 and p = Ka 

(9) 

Ci (ah) 
(+grave) -.. ( ygrave] 

/ [ +compJ -diff. 
-round 

{10) 

{11) y = f[a] = V1<: - a 3 J.e., (ah) = f (oh) 
Rules such as ( 11) are not predictions about indJvidual utterances of 
1nd1vidual speakers. A large number of small effects contribute to a 
base level of fiuctuation which makes such predictions impossible. But 
the level of fluctuation or random \.mability is relatively low; ( 11) 
applies to small numbers of utter.10ces of small numbers of speakcrs,65 

in such a way that the mean value of the variable approaches the limit 
predicted by the ruJe Thu . { 11 ) is a rule of grammar of a speech 
community, not of an idiolect. 

When we look further into the system of long and ingliding vowels, 
we find that (ah) can be determined by a simpler and more prcosc 
rule involving a third vwable (ch), the height of the vowel in bad, 
bartd, Janu. We can replace the distance formula of { 11) with 

{12) i! (eh) 
r+compl -. [P comp.) I r-graveJ 
L-diff. J l-round 

{13) y = f' (a, P) = 1<'(/J - a) i.e., (ah)= g'((eh)(oh)). 
Rule ( t 3) states that if (ch) is higher than (oh), then ( .ih) is rcla· 
tively front, but jf (oh) is higher than (eh), (ah) moves to the b.ick. 

Vowels from other subsystems arc involved as well: (ah) cxhibih 

~ Jiscrete is not decided here and is not crucial to the argument. ( 11 ) rep· 
11."senn the finding that the distance between (ah) and (oh) tends to be 
constant. 

e \X1c fin<l. for example-, th:it stat.le values con51stent y,·ith the nv~r·all con· 
sistrnt structure arc derived from Eroups u small u five speakers vnth five to 
ten utteranc~ apiece {Lahov 1966: 113-131, 207-2}7) . 
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Ibid a>am1nmm with ( ay), which rcpments the backing of the 
iatckmeatol tbcftwelia •7, siM.• 

(14') (ah)= (q) = t((ch)(oh)) 
No additioml feature Nie is needed here, since ( ay) is equivalent to 
[y gme] and is thelefore governed by ( 11 ) • Similarly, ( oy), the 
~of tbewwel in 607, Uo,J, shows strict co-occurrence with (oh) 
.ia Ille llllic t•rrwubr, aad niquitts no additional trcatment.•0 How· 
ner. Ille •lef.!QF¥hip bdwecu (ah) and (aw), the baddng of the 
wwel Ja ...,, #IOlllll, is not that of strict ~occurrence. As a conse· 
.... of ib ltludaal position in the badc-upgliding subsystem, (aw) 
mads ia+enel1 with (ah) and (.ay) (Labov 1966:540). In its 
...,. ... fGGD, Ibis relatioa would be cxpiessed by ( 1 O') , which would 
.... (10):11 

(10') [+8"ft] ... [-ygrave] / ~+~J ~-comp] 
-dif. +grave 
-round +round 

-coos. 
'Dae atnocdinaay mmplcsity of the relations of (ah) , (oh), and 

Ille RSt ilhutnla the wealth of argumcats of a purely linguistic nature 
amt cm be laught to bar upon the problems of linguistic structure 
within a dilermtiated model. But hete there are strong implications 
fcx the theory of liDguiltic change u well. It appears that the first step 

•Before 'YOiced oblttueats and finally (ay) hu the same tense nucleus as 
(ab). Data aa the sitaatioD before voicdeu obltruents are still inadequate to 
lpCifJ lbat nJa mare piedaely. The binary notation used for the variables 
llereia iafelicitou. lince it aecma certain that (•J) and (oy) are to be analyud 
•two .,....ts m tbe phonemic output. bat (ah) and (oh) u one segment. 

•NGI.,. 1Mnteve19 that in formal styla (oh) and (oy) arc treated differ· 
eadJ. Tlleimplar correction of (ob), lowuins from (ua] to [n] or even Col 
dael llOt applJ to (OJ) at all. It is therefore not uncommon to heu utterances 
IDch aa [&els DI mqi bul] but Jo1 nncr appears as [bol]. The rules given here 
lpply to die mmt ..,...,.ltit: level of New York City dialect, the basic vernacu· 
br; • aotied laelow, llXial correction applies less systematically to particular 
words or IOandl. biat rucly to fatwa. 

11 Considerations of limplicity would lead us 10 this ordains. However, fur· 
ther lhldJ of the frC>fttiag of (aw) may iodicate that it is leu advanced and is• 
Jae. gmaalizatJoa of (ay). Note that this dialect differs from the Philadelphia 
dialect Died bf Oomllry ill that •1 and •at11 orijin1lly shared the same 
lotr-aater audeus a.ad wue DOt cliffaaatiatcd u [ma'] and [ozU], Poe the 
.,.....atic bail ol the frontina of [aw] iA terms of the back-upgliding sub· .,..._Labcw (19'6:'40). 
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in this complex du in of rdation'i was the raising of (eh), entailing 
the parallel (generalized) raising of (oh), which led to an associated 
back.ing of ( 11.h) and a paralJel raising of ( oy). The backing of (ah) 
and the raising of ( oy) induced a backing of ( ar), which was ac· 
companied by an opposing f rooting of (aw). This scciuence of events 
can be supported by figures on their distribution through various age 
levels of the population, and independent evidence from earlier studies 
(Labo\' 1966:559-564 ) . 

This chain of events indicates that structural relations within Ian· 
guage do not have the immediate, Cltcgorial, and imtanta.ncous char· 
acter which is sometimes implied in discussion~ of the homogeneous 
model. It is true that the raising of (ch) leJ to the raising of (oh) : 
we recognize front·back symmetry as one of the near-universal rondi· 
tions of linguistic change. But the generalization did not tlke place in· 
stantly; on the contrary, three or four decades pa.ssec.l before the raising 
of (oh) was in full :; "'ing. The l"'ociated changes show similar bgs 
which can be traced in the data. Therefore we see that some structural 
rehhons are more remote and lt.:~s compelling than others: an obvious, 
common-sense condu aon, but one which is difficult to h:i.ndJe without 
including linguistic variables in our view of structure. 

The internal relationships of (ch), (oh), (ah) , ( ay), (aw). and 
(oy) are complex enough to satisfy any requc~t for a demonstration 
of the sysh..>flLltic character of phonological sy~tems. But they do not 
explain the process of linguistic change invoh•ed. Given the fact that 
y is dependent upon rr and p, and that a i~ indeed p.trtly dependent 
upon {J, we must still account for the beha\ ior of /J. Thi' v1ruble sho\\ ~ 
the most complex behavior and the gre:it~t number of dctennin:utts. 
It is not rossible to say that it is in turn dependent upon :mother lin· 
guistic ,·ar1ablc. l11e srstem of changes is not mutmlly determining; 
the evidence rather points to 

( l 5) (ch) = [/3 comp. J = f ( .lge, style, cla,s, sex, cthnic group). 
While a, the variable r eature of (oh), is not independent of /J. 1t also 
show:, a wide spectrum of sochl determinants by a simil 1r rule (Labov 
1966:254-2~8. 292-315). Linguists who wish to avoid the :study 
of social factor• will not be able to penetrate very f.ir into this system. 
there is a social m:itrix in which the d1aoge is embedded a.s well as a 
linguistic one. Rdabons within the social context arc no less complex 
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Ihm the 1iaguistic teJations just outlined, and sophisticated techniques 
ue requiml for their analysis. But for various reasons linguists have 
not pursued the explanation of linguistic change in this area with the 
magy and competence required. In the following section we will 
briefty amider the historical background for this reluctance. 

TIM &.Wtling Prob/nn: the nud for Jodal realism. One of the 
earliest and most eloquent claims for the role of social factors io lan
guage change was made by Meillet: 

1.,..ge is ID institution with an autonomy of its O'i'llO; one must there
fcn dm:rmine the general conditions of d~elopment from a purely Jin-

Epoiat of view; ... but since language is [also] a soci1l institution, 
Ollows that linpistics is a social science, and the only variable element 

1'IUch one may appeal in ordtt to account for a linguistic ch.inge is social 
of which ~ ~9.N are but the consequences-sometimes 

iamwdiatr and direct, and more often mediated and indirect. (1906a:l7) 

If the ninetemth century's attempts at explanation of language change 
had ame to naught, Meillet felt, it was because the Jaws with which 
it operated stated only the possibilities, not the necessities of develop
ment. The stronger form of explanation would come f com an analysis 
ol social conditions. 

But for MciUet this remained, to a large extent, a set of desiderata. 
When he did venture into a concrete exploration of social factors, it 
WIS in the "easy" domain of lexical change ( I 906b) ; even there, he 
dealt with the remote past, and the only socially determined process he 
coasiclaed was the formation of specialized trade vocabularies and their 
iofusioo ol words into the general circulation. 

In the historical study of more intimately linguistic domains of lan· 
page. phonology and grammar, reference to social factors was of 
coune never completely absent from the literature: Wyld ( 1936), for 
example, based his conclusions about the history of English on letters 
and documents written by a broad range of the English ~ocial classes; 
Joos ( 1952) argued cogently that the prestige-marking differential is 
mential to explain "phonetic drift" in Old French; the exemplary 
works ol KOkeritz (19H) and F6nagy ( 1956) penetrate d~ly into 
the social context of historical change. But from the vantage of orga· 
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nized, cumulative linguistic theory, these contributions remained pc 
~iphecaJ. In the citadels of theory an inverse proportion w~ develop
ing between the degree::; to \\ h1ch an expfan.1t1on of change could be 
regarded as linguistic or social. .Mcillct ( 19061), not yet inured to 
structural purism. ple:idcd for lingui~tic-am1·~ocial expl.inations; more 
modern theorists, flushed v.:ith the increasing success of structural ex
planations, understandably looked on excursions into the social matmc 
of language as amateurish by comparison. An extreme po)ltion was 
taken by Kurylowicz "One must explain linguistic fact, by otl1er 
linguistic ( J.cls, not by hc.terogcncous facts .... Explanation by meruh 
of social facts is a methodological derailment" ( Lmg1111 1.84 [1948]; 
quoted by Pulgram 1961 · 324 n.) For Kurylowia, even the t.nflucoce 
of other languages was irrelevant 'the sub:>trltum theory . .. bas no 
importance for the LnguJst." A different, and less recalcitrant, deJun1· 
tation of the domain of linguistics was drawn by h-furtmct ( 1955 
190-195). 

The distaste for amateurish soc1olog1Z1ng shown by Kury!owicz, 
Martinet, and others may have been 1ustified by the facts then avail· 
able. \'<lc: bdaeve, however, that, :i.s a result of the recent )tudies of 
complex sociolingwstic structures Jnd lao~ge change in American 
English which we have crted, a position of sociological agnosticism 1n 
~tructural linguistics has become obsolete. Sociological factors, solidly 
formubtcJ, have now bc:eo adduced to expl.11n d1stribut1ons and shift 
in linguistic phenomena which, from a structuul point of view, would 
have bet:n seen as random. It would follow that the enlightened lin· 
guast exJmining langu.1ge change will .find at difficult to Jvoid enlarg· 
ing the .irca of his compec:eoce, 1Jr enlisting colleagues to bring an 
new source~ of reliable <l.ita. 

A number of the linguistic vmables that have been :.tudicd reve.u 
a complex JO(lo/111g11ht1r str11r111re. an which the value of the variable 
is determinc<l by several soci:tl Jnd hnguisti1,; factors JS suggested b)' 
the schematic rules ( 3 )-( 4) above. The mtcrpretJtaon of the dab an 
terms of l.inguage change depcnc.h upon the entire ~oc.iolmgui~tic struc· 
ture, and not merely upon distribution in app.ucnt or Mtl tame. 111e 
variable ( r) in NC'W York City provides ont: such example of the com
plexity of the Ja.t:i rcguared for the .inaly)•~ of lingubtic 1.:hnnge in 

progress. 
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Figure 2 shows mean ( r) indexes-the frequency of constricted ( r) 
an final anJ preconsonantal position-for a number of subgroups 
among .adult nat~ve New York City peakcrs in casual -;peech. Along 
the horizontal axis arc four age groups, each one subdivided into socio· 
economic lt:\els 0-1, 2-~. and 6-8, informally labeled 'loMr class," 
"working class," and " lower middle class," The level of the highest 
socioeconomic group, 9, "upper middle class," is indicated by a dotted 
line. There is no dear O\Cr·all trend toward an increase in r-pronunci· 
ation; the srcat mljority of New YMkers remain r·less, as one can hear 
at any time on the :streets of the city. What Figure 2 shows is an in· 
crease in the J/ratiji(11tio11 of ( r) the distance between the upper 
middle class and the rest of the population is increasing. For the older 
age groups, there is no p.trticular pattern in the distnbution of (r): 
for the younger groups, [ r] has evidently acquired the social sigoifi· 
cance of '3 prestige pronundation.'2 

Figure 3 summarizes the situation for all age group:>, and adds dat11 
on a wide range of strlcs. The horizontal axis show:- casual speech, 
style A, on the left, followed by \t}'b in which more and more atten· 
tion is given to speech: at the extreme right i!> the context of minimal 
pates in which the phonological ,·;uinble itself h the focus of attention 
(god vs. g1111rd). The status of [r) as a prc,tige marker is here indi· 
catcd by the general upward direction of all :.ubgroups from informal 
to formal context.5. CJa 6--8, in particular, ~hows an extremely r.ipid 
increase, surpassing Cl.t~s 9 level in the most formal styles. (For fur· 
ther detail, sec Labov 1966:237-249, 342-355.) 

How i!I a socially agnostic lingui~t to rClct to these facts? That \\ e 
are dealing with a change in progress is apparent from the half· 
generation.1.I differences 1.li~pfap:d in figure 2 and independently ron· 
firmed in many other w.\ys which we cannot Jcvclop here. That the 
behavior of socioeconomic subgroups is ditTcrentiatc.:J is abo e:;tab
li hed (sec pp. 154-204 for ~ampling procedure:>). A linguist exdud· 
ing sociological factor:. ,, ould h.tvc to deal with New York Cit} 

c. This d1;i11f.'C ~c('ms 10 mark 2 ~hul(' brellk hct\\tcn those" boJO m 1923 and 
bc:forc, 11nd ti ose born after The O\crt de:' do m nl of the nc\\ prestige pill 
tern :appcJrs to h:n e folio"' ed shore I the end of \\ ruld \Vlll II h u not un 
common rod 1y to hnd tcc:n·a.i;c urp r m1Jdle--c hiss speakers "Io arc almo5t 
cnmisccnt r·i r•rnnunccr~ I or the prohlcm of the 1cnctr1t1°•n of the enttrc popu 
lation by a prestige patttrn, ~ec L11hO\' ( t966b) 
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well.1u This "'h> peccorrccf' pattern al~o recurs in Levine and Croclc
ett's independent study of r-pronunciation in North Carolina ( 1966: 
223, cf. Table 7, "Education"). There is rea.~n to believe that such 
hypeccorrcct10n is an important mechanism in the downward trans· 
mission of .1 prestige pattern and the completion of the lingujstic 
change (Labov 1966b). 

Th~ Ei1ttl1111Jion nf li11g11isfi( V ttrinbles. In Section 3.14 we coo
sidcrcd the evaluation problem in relation to alternating codes or co
existent systc:ms within a heterogtneous language structure. The evalu
ation of individual linguistte variables poses some special problems, 
but considerable progress has been made in their solution {La.bov 
1966:405 ff.). The "matched gui~es" presented to listeners must be 
controlled so as to differ only in the single linguistic variable under 
consideration. 

The social evaluation of ( r) in Ne\\· York City bas been studied in 
detail : the results inJ1cate an extraordinary degree of agreement in 
subjective reactions to ( r) as a [middle-class] prestige oorm. But this 
agreement is characteristic of the younger age group only. For subjects 
over forty, there is considerable variation in subjective reactions; but 
all of the subjects under forty agreed in their [unconscious] positive 
evaluation of [r]. Comparison of Figure 4 with Figure 2 shows that 
this categoricnl change in evalu:ttion coincide.c; with the increi.se in the 
stratification of ( r) di~lUSSed lbove The ch:tnge is more striking in 
the dimension of soc1:i.l evaluation thnn in the pattern of linguistic 
behavior. 

In Figure 4, we are dealing with srstemltic evalu.afo·e reactions to 
liogulstic features which the Listener cannot consciously pc:rceh·e. Such 
systematic evaluation is regular!)' associated with linguistic variables 
which show stylistic and social stratification For some \ariables, the 
level of social awarenesc; is so hi~h that the}' are prominent topic:s in 
any discus!iion of spcl'Ch. Thc<;c linguistic "stereotypes" :tre not rel3tcd 
to linguistic behavior in any one·to·one fashion; they are sha.r? ly 
focused on individual lexical items rnther than oo abstract CJtegones. 
Correction in formal styles associated with such stereot}-pes is extreme 

o This i~ 1hr case w1lh {eh) and t oh) discum:J :ihovC', hut not wilh (th) 

•nd (db), which ue not involved an' hmgc 
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Fjgure 4. Subjecth·e e\"aluation of (r) by age among native New York 
City speakers. 

but biurrc in its distribution, and is accom~ied by considerable 
psychological tension for most speakers: the results are the un~yste
nutic and unstable set of contrasts d1aracteristic of fomul language. 
Thus the words amrl oc uu inserted in a reading text arc the cause 
of extraordinary vicillation and confusion;~ heavily marked (oh) 
vowels in ofjite, chocolaJe, and coffee are lowered irregularly to [b} 
and thus contrast weakly " 'ith [a] and [)•];speakers who use (~1·] in 
bird ridicule the stereotype [)r] which they perceive in others' boid; 
many who use high percentages of lcnis stops for interdental fricatives 

CThw one spam res0hcs the confusion: "These large ones ue my 
(Yciza] but thctesmaU ones arc my (vaiz). • 
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are deeply hurt if they are told that they have trouble with their dmu 
and d01t1.GG 

The investig:ition of such social perceptions provides a rich body of 
data on late stJ.gc.s of language change, although it does not reveal the 
mort: S) ~tem.1tic < pccts of linguistic evolution. Overt social correction 
is sporadic, since, when a linguistic vJriable acquires soci3l signifionce, 
speakers substitute the prestige norm for the ba~ic vernaatlar as a 
control in audio-monitoring. The di~junction between production and 
perception, as studied through sclf·evaluation tests (Labo,· 1966:4S5-
480), pro\·idcs one more route to the analrsis of change in progress. 
The study of O\ert statements about bngu.1.gc )·ields many imights into 
the social factors whid1 bear upon IJnguagc change, and into the 
source~ of irregularity which disturb the course of sound change; but 
to relate these dat.1 to the evolution of the basic vcrnarular is a m.itter 
which requires a detailed knowledge of the speech communitr and con· 
siderablc sociolinguistic sophistk.ation. 

3.4. Cl\f PTRICAL PRINCIPLES f <)R THE THEORY OF LANGUAGE 

C HANG!,; 

In the third part of this paper we h:we presented certain empirical 
finding~ which h~ve significance for the theory of language change, 
and also ccrt.1in conclusions drawn from thc,e data ,1, to the minimal 
complexity of a theory of linguistic ~tructure which can account for 
this change. \Y/e are also concerned with methods for rebting the con· 
ceptc; and st.1tcmcnts of a theory of change to empirical c\'idcnce-:
tha.t is, C\'idence based on rules for inter..ubjccth·e agreement. Jn this 
final section, we will ~ummarizc cert.un principles concerning the em· 
pirial foundations for the theory of change; \\C ~ ... ill organize the dis· 
cussion, as we.· luve done pre\'iou~lr. in terms of the problems to be 
solved. 

Tht Com1r,1i11tJ P1 ob/em. \Vic have. indic.1tcd that one passiblc goal 
of a theory of cl1.mgc i-; to determine; the sd of po,~ible ch.ingc~ and 
possible con1litions for change· to ti c tent thJt \UCh a program 

~ 'h · 0.nr" c; we believe th.it spring~ f f011l a cJo>C stud}' of C ang(k; IO pr c ~' • 
r rogress can be made. One such genera.I constraint appears to apply 

'.G Sec \\7hytc ( 1 91~ :3 46) tor a dramatic cxamrlt 
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to ar~ where a two-phoneme system is in contact \\0ith a merged one· 
p~ system: \\C argue that, except under certain special condi· 
tions, the direction of change will be in favor of the one-phoneme sys· 
tcm. We observe, as another example, many cn.ses of correlated chain 
shifts where periphcnl [tense) rnwcls rise, but none in the reverse 
direction. 

We can also note that not every combination of linguistic and social 
factors ms been obsened in studies to date. nor h.as every possible 
oomhination of linguistic variables been observed. In no case, for ex· 
ample, have "'e found a ,;ar:ilhle "'·hlch originated as a social stereo
type with stylistic stratification and at a later stage emerged as a social 
variable without stylistic shil t. 

Tiu Tran1dion Problem. All of the changes submitted to careful 
empiriaJ scrutin)• so far have shown continuous distribution through 
successive age levels of the population. Between any two observed 
ltlge"Of a change in progres<;, one would normally attempt to disco\"cc 
the intervening sta.ge which defines the path by which Structure A 
"°lvcd into Strudure B 

We find that the theory of langtuge change can learn more from 
so-alled transitional dialects th:i.o from "core" diAlects (Herzog 196}. 
1-S). Indeed, it stands to gain by considering every dialect as transi 
tional. Consequently, there is no need to distinguish between intra· 
dialectAJ change and mixture of [jointly a\"lilable] rl ialeds. 

By viev.·ing some subsystems or \'ariablcs as m:irked by the feature 
ardWcfinnovating, the theory of language can observe language change 
as it ulccs place. F com obserution m vii o it om learn things about 
bnguage change that are s1mpl)' Jost in the monuments of the past. 

This traruiaon or transfer of features from one speaker to anothe1 
appcus to take place through the medium of bidialectal speakers, or 
more generally. speakers with heterogeneous systems char:i.ctcrizcd by 
orderly differentiation. Change takes place { I ) as a s~er learns an 
alternate form. (2) during the time that the two forms exist in conttct 
within his competence, and ( 3) when one of the forms becomes obso· 
lcte.. The transfer seems to mice place between peer groups of slightly 
d1fiertng age levels; all the empirical evidence gathered to date indicntes 
that children do not preserve the dialect dutacteristics or their parents, 
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but rather those of the peer group which dominates their preadolescent 
years. 

Th~ Embedding Problem. There can be little disagreement among 
linguists that l10guage changes being im·estig.ited must be \'iewcd as 
embedded in the lingyisticsystem as .1 whole. The problem of proYid· 
ing sound empirical foundations for the theory of change revol\"es 
about several questions on the nature and ext1.-nt of this embedding. 

(a) Embe(Ming hr the Jin g11is1i< 11r11tl11r~. Jf the theory of linguistic 
evolution is to avoid notorious dialectic mysteries, the linguistic struc· 
ture in which the changing features are located must be enlarged be
yond the idiolect. The model of language envisaged here has {I ) dis
crete, coexistent layers, defined by strict co-occurrence, which are func· 
t.tona!Jy differentiated and jointly available to a speech community. 
and ( 2) 1ntrins1c v.riables, defined bf CO\'ilriation ~·ith linguistic anJ 
extralinguistic elements. The lingui~tic change itself is rarely a move
ment of one entire system into another. Instead we find th.it a limited 
set of \'ariables in one system shift their modal ulues gradually from 
one pole to another. The variants of the variable.') mly be roT11in11011r 
or diwete; in either case, the variable it~df h.is a continuous range 
of values, since it includes the frequency of ocrurreoce of individual 
variJ.nts in ex1:ended speech. The concept of a v.iri.tble as a )tructural 
element makes it unneces~ary to view fluctuations in use as external to 
the S)Stcm, for control of such variation is a part of the linguistic com· 
petence of members of the speech community. 

{ b) Embedding in the sod11l Jl111rl11fe. TI1e changing lingui\tic 
structure is itself embedded in the larger context of the speech cum· 
munity, in such a way that :.oc.W and -geographic vwations are in· 
trinsic elements of the structure. In the explanation of lingui tic 
change, it may be argued th:tt !ioci.il f.1ctors bear upon tl1e ...,ptem as n 
whole: but social significance i~ not cqu.tlly distributed over .lll clc· 
ments of the system, nor arc all aspccb of the ~ystt.m equ.1lly m.ukeJ 
by regional variation. In the development of l.inguage change, we ii~d 
linguistic structures embeJJe<l unevenly in the social structuc~; nod m 
the earliest and latest st11ges of a change, there may be \·ery l1ttl ~r· 
relation v.~th social factors. ifhus it is not so much the b.sk of the Im· 
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tion is far from instant.1neous, :ind ch.inge in the social ~tructure of 
the community normnlly intervenes before tbe process is completed. 
New groups enter the: pc<:ch community :ind reinterpret the on·going 
linguistic change in such a way that one or the secondary changes be
comes primacy. From such alternations of linguistic and sooal change 
proceed the extraordinary complexity of the sociolinguistic structures 
found in recent studies. The advancement of the linguistic ch.inge to 
completion may be accomp:inied by a rise in the level of social aware· 
ness of the change and the establishment of a social stereotype. Even· 
tuall)', the completion of Lhe change and the shift of the variable to 
the status of a constant is accompani«.>d by the lo\s of v. hate, er social 
significance the feature possessed. The high degree of regula.rity 
which sound change displJ.}'5 is the product of such loss of significance 
in the alternations involved, and the selection of one of the alternants 
as a constant. 

3.~. SOl>fE GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE STUDY OF 

LANGUAGE CHANGE 

\'\lhether or not the particular mechanism of language changes sug· 
gested above holds true in most cases is not the important i•bue here. 
The aims of this paper :tee to put forward cert.iin proposals concerning 
the empirical foundations of a theory of change. We lme presented 
some emplrtt'il fiooings which such a theor)' must account for, and 
conclusions drawn from these finding-. as to the minim.ii complex it)' of 
linguistic structure involved; we are \'Cry much concerned with the 
methods for relating the theory oj change to emp1ricil evidence in ways 
that will lead to intcmibj<.'ctive agreement. Certain general t.ltements 
about the n.1ture of 1.tnguage change OU)' be taken a:; centr.il to our 

thmkingon these problems: 

t. Lingui~tic change is not to be identified. \\i~ ~m.lom drift 
proceeding from inherent ,·ariation in speech. Lsngut~ttc ~lunge be
gins when the gcncr.iliution of a p.1rticula.r 1ltcrnatton in oi 81'cn 
subgroup of the speech community assumeo; direction and takes on the 

character of orderly differentiation. 

2. The :issociation between struchm .ind homogeneity i<> nn rllu<oaon. 
Linguistic structure includes the orderly diffe1cntiation of spc.ikcrs 
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and styJes through rules which govern variation in the speech com
munity; native command of the language includes the control of such 
heterogeneous structures. 

3. Not all variability and heterogeneity in language structure in· 
vohes change; but all change involves variability and heterogeneity. 

4. The generalization of linguistic change throughout linguhtic 
stmctutt is ncitbtt uniform nor instantaneous; it involves the CO\"ari
atioo of associated changes over substantial periods of time, and is 
rdla:tcd in the cllifu.sion of isoglosses over areas of gcogr,1phical 5pace. 

5. The pmmars in which linguistic change occurs are grammars of 
the spcecb community. Because the variable structures contained in 
language are determined by social f unctioos, idiolect5 do not provide 
the basis fot self -contained or internally consistent grammars. 

6. Linguistic chan8e is transmitted within the community as a. whole; 
it is not"amfiil@ to discrete steps within the family. \V'hatever dis· 
continuities arc found in linguistic change a.re the products of specific 
discontinuities within the community, rather th.tn inevitable products 
of the gcoeratiooal gap between parent and child. 

7. ~tic and social factors are closely interrelated in the develop
ment of Ian~ Change. Expl:uutions which are confined to one or 
the other aspect, no matter how well constructed, will fail to account for 
the rich body of regularities that can be observed in empirical studies 
of language behavior. 
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